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FAITH AND WOEKS.

The question whether faith is an extraordinary

and supernatural gift has no prominent settlement

in Scripture. It is either taken for granted or

passed oyer as not necessary to be entertained.

The place which faith occupies in the teaching of

Jesus may, therefore, be profitably discussed

without deciding beforehand that its origin is

divine,—more especially since such a decision, if

arrived at, would have a possible tendency to di-

minish the sense of human responsibihty, under

the expected or imagined influence of an over-

poWering inspiration. The silence of Scripture

may be safely imitated. In our bodily frames

there are some organs which work independently

E
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of our will or consciousness, and others wMcli we

put in motion voluntarily and with conscious de-

sign. NoWj in preserving physical life our part

is not to rest satisfied because the processes of

respiratioUj digestion, and assimilation are going

on without our care, but to supply proper food,

air, and exercise, by the use of the organs which

are placed under our control. And the measures

which we take to effect these purposes are taken,

not because we disregard the inner unconscious

functions, but because we assume them, and trust

to their continuance. Just in the same way, there

are involuntary and unconscious, and voluntary

and conscious functions in the mind. The former

are beyond our knowledge and control ; the latter

are placed under our superintendence and manage-

ment. The laws by which the mind grows, by

which it takes in and assimilates external impres-

sions, we have nothing to do with. But we have

everything to do with the character of the impres-

sions which we furnish to it, and the habits which

we fix upon it. And the pains which we take to

present pure images to the mind and to avoid im-
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pure ones, tg contract good habits of thought and

to shun bad ones, are taken, not because we ignore

the inward process which a power not our own

is Qonducting, but because we admit and believe

in it. According to these analogies, it may be

very beneficial to discuss the external and intelli-

gible side of faith.

The opinion, rather implied than distinctly

avowed by some persons, that faith is whoUy mys-.

terious in its origin and nature, so that it is quite

independent of reason or external influences, and

cannot be explained or accounted for in a way

that would be intelligible to an unbeliever, seems

to proceed from a confusion between faith and

its objects, belief and the things believed, and

to base itself on the phenomena of matured belief

rather than on those of its first stages, which are

naturally an easier subject of investigation. The

act of the mind when it assents to certain Chris-

tian doctrines, as, for instance, to the Incarnation

of the Son of God, and the Atonement, may be

contemplated and comprehended while the doc-

trines themselves lie beyond the range of obser-
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vation or compreliension ; althouglij wlien the

mind gets into a state of fusion with its tenet,

when the doctrine interpenetrates and colours

and characterizes the mind, it is only natural that

the incomprehensibleness of the doctrine should

conceal the reasonableness of its original adoption.

The belief that Jesus was the Son of God is

proved by His life, miracles, and doctrines. These

avowedly appeal to our reason and affections.

The consent of the understanding to the mys-

teries which He teaches is a voluntary deference to

authority which has demonstrated itself to be

more than human. Both are rational acts, since

a reason can be assigned for either. But, how-

ever these matters may be regarded, the essential

poiut, which it concerns us most to know, must

always stand, so long as we read the Scriptures

and employ our understandings, or even our eyes,

in the full noonday of clearest observation.

The really important question in connection

with the subject is this,—^Whether there is any

faculty, or condition, or frame of the mind, natural

or inspired, or partly one and partly the other (let
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it he called faith, or trust, or confidence, or resig-

nation to God's wiU, or acquiescence in tte plan

of salvation), whicli, of itself, without external ac-

tions, renders men accepted by God ; or whether,

in order to reach this acceptance, in addition to the

inward faculty or frame, external works are also

required. This is the practical issue, in which all

differences of opinion about faith culminate at last.

Now, this question, stated as it has been, is capable

of two very different meanings. It may be under-

stood as expressing uncertainty whether there is

any attitude or relation of man towards his God

which, without its having any tendency to affect or

without actually affecting the conduct, gains the

divine favour ; or it may be understood as raising

the issue whether there is any attitude or rela-

tion which, considered apart from its natural and

actual results in the conduct, without taking their

worth or their existence into the account, secures

our salvation. Faith without works may signify

faith that has no tendency to produce works, and

never does produce them ; or it may mean faith

that has a tendency to produce works, and that
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otject is to bring tlieiii into agreement. It is evi-

dent that if the doctrine that we are saved by

a faith which has no tendency to produce work?,

and does not produce them (if there be- such a

doctrine), were substituted for the former of those

two, it could hot possibly be reconciled with the

latter, and consequently cannot be reconciled with

portions of Scripture.

Now, in the first place, it is both Scriptural and

reasonable to say in an absolute sense that a man

is saved by faith. Even though no passage can

be found in the Bible which states that we are

justified by faith without works, as opposed to

faith accompanied by its proper works, yet, as

faith is often put forward absolutely, in distinc-

tion from some other principle, and we are said

to be saved by faith and not by that other prin-

ciple, it must be inferred that the essential cha-

racter of faith, apart from any manifestation of it,

is the saving or justifying medium. Besides, it

is reasonable to say that we are saved by faith,

considered singly. Works cannot be of any

moment in God^s sight. If I profess friendship
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for a man like myself, it is only right that I should

prove it by my actions^ for he has no other means

of judging of the reality of my friendship. Or

he may stand in need of my good ofi&ces, and if I

withhold them I have no claim to be called his

friend. But God does not stand in need of our

works, and He knows our hearts. Therefore, if

we have faith, it is all that He requires : He sees

it exist, and needs no proof of it.

And yet it should not be said, in a universal

and unqualified sense, that God does not need

our good offices. Absolutely, and with regard

to the possibilities of His omnipotence. He does

not need them ; but relatively and instrumentally

He does. He could work without means, but He

chooses to work by means, and, so choosing, He

Requires the pliability and willing co-operation of

the instruments He adopts. His Kingship is to

be made known ; His children are to be fed and

instructed ; all His creatures are to be assisted ia

their distress; temptations must be overcome;

the poisonous weeds of falsehood and sin must

be plucked forth. For all this God wants our
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aid. It is by deeds of charity and kindness^ by

the practice of Christian virtue, by discounten-

ancing evil in others and suppressing it in our-

selveSj that God's providence is carried on upon

earth. That starving family want meat and

drink to save them from destruction. That

homeless stranger is dying for the soft accents

of brotherhood. In this way God Himself, in

the persons of the sick, the poor, the prisoner,

is in need of assistance. Good works are not

the idle parade of loyalty, they are not the

superfluous evidence of faith ; they are the light

of a dark world, which Christians are required to

hold forth ; they are the taxes by which the

government of Christ's kingdom is supported.

It is, however, true that God does not need

the evidence or the aid of our works in connec-

tion with our finding favour in His sight. Faith

is all that He requires. But He requires a large

and unreserved faith. He wiU not be satisfied

with an indolent careless assent or a selfish de-

pendence. It is evident throughout the New

Testament history that the quality or disposi-
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tion which attracts the attention of Jesns varies

in degree, is insufficient in its lower stages, and

succeeds in gaining its end only when it reaches

a certain measure of intensity. The formal pos-

session of faith is not enough. The Apostles

are frequently rebuked as men of " little faith

"

(Matt. viii. 26). Littleness of faith is in pro-

portion to the admixture of doubt or double-

mindedness (Matt. xiv. 31). Faith may be so

adulterated that it becomes inoperative (Matt,

xvii. 20, vii. 22, 23; 1 Cor. xiii. 2). It may die

out (Luke viii. 13). Greater indications of faith

(or indications of a greater faith) succeed, while

lesser indications are unsuccessful. Jesus grants

to a greater faith what He would refuse to a

lesser (Matt. xv. 28).' A higher display of faith

is met by a higher type of miracle (Matt. viii. 7,

10, 13). The faith, therefore, that justifies or

saves must be perfect faith. An idle opinion,

or a certainty that is accompanied by practical

indifference, or that is encroached on or over-

grown by the lusts and cares of life, will not

suffice. It must be a conviction of the whole
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orce and importance of the truth, in all its con-

sequences and duties, as well as of the truth itself.

It must, in fact, be such a faith as wo^ld act if it

had the opportunity. Setting aside the considera-

tion, whether a man is exposed to temptation or

not, the faith, in the abstract, which can save

him must be such that it would protect him

from it if he were. He may be poor, but it must

be of such a kind as would show him to be liberal

if he were rich. He may be rich, but his faith

must be so strong that he shall have the spirit

that befits poverty. He may be alone and ob-

scure, but it must be such that if he were illus-

trious and in the midst of crowds it would keep

him in the path of duty. If it be such, God sees

it and is satisfied. Regarded by itself, alone, ab-

stractly, such faith justifies. Whether a man

possessed of faith of this kind could possibly pass

through life without any opportunity of manifest-

ing it, is a point that is not at all necessary to be

decided. Faith in its own nature is a sufficient

medium of justification; only it must be full-

grown and perfect faith.
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There are two forms of expression used in

reference to faith which^ by suggesting an imagi-

nary difference, tend to cause, or to perpetuate and

extend, grave and fundamental misconceptions

on the subject. We speak sometimes of faith

strong enough to produce works, and sometimes

of faith of such a kind as to produce works. The

two expressions mean the same identical thing.

Faith differs in quantity, not in quality,—in de-

gree, not in kind. The expression, " faith of such

a kind," naturally suggests the idea that there are

different kinds of faith, or more probably got

into use from the preconceived notion that there

are. The common division of faith into different

kinds is in reality a division of the different kinds

of persons who believe, or of the things which are

believed. St. James does not distinguish the

faith of devils from the faith of good men, save

in degree. The whole force and appUcation of

his argument would be lost if they were not the

same in kind. You believe in a God, he argues,

yon only go so far as devils go in this. If you

would differ from them, you must go farther.
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What is called historical faitli is ordinary faith^

described by its particular object at the time.

Faitli to work miracles, or to be worked on

miraculously, is ordinary faith described by its

then particular work or result. Difference of

circumstances in those who believe, or diflference

of objects or operations on which the belief is

exercised, does not imply, and cannot occasion,

any difference in the original faculty of belief or

faith. The only difference with regard to the

faith itself in all these, and all other such oases,

is difference of strength, singleness, or degree.

Scripture uniformly assumes that there is only

one kind of faith (Heb. xi.). Th ^one talent was

of the same kind as the ten. The oil in the lamps

of the foolish virgins was the same as that in the

lamps of the wise: it differed only in quantity.

The flame emitted by both was the same : it

differed only in duration. The soil on which the

com was sown was the same in all parts of the

field : it differed only in that there was more or

less of it for the corn to take root in. The

plants that came up were the same in kind;
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they differed only in tliat some of them had all

the soil to themselves, and all the rain and sun-

shine, while others shared them with stones and

weeds. So faith in a good man, in a good and

honest heart, is the same in kind with faith in a

bad man, if he has any. In the case of the good

man it possesses all, or a large portion of his

heart and mind. In the case of the bad man it

occupies only a small portion of his heart and

mind, the remaining and far larger portion being

given to the objects of sense, and to thoughts and

cares of the world. If at one time I behold

poverty and am moved to compassion, and re-

lieve it, and if at another time I see poverty and

am moved to compassion, but am prevented from

relieving it by indolence or avarice, the compas-

sion is essentially the same in both cases. It

differs in that it is strong in one case and weak in

the other. The priest and the Levite felt pity for

the wounded traveller, as well as the Samaritan.

It was the uneasiness of an emotion to which they

did not intend to yield that drove them to the

other side of the way. It was the same emotion.
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yielded to by the Samaritan, that brought him to

the side of the wounded man. St. James ob-

viously implies that the only difference in faith

is that sometimes it is attended by works and

sometimes it is not—that is, that sometimes it is

strong and effective, and sometimes weak and

ineffective, or that sometimes it reigns alone and

with authority in the heart, and sometimes it is

driven from its throne by low and sordid interests.

The objection will probably be made that St.

James, in his Epistle, does not treat of saving or

genuine faith, but of dead faith. It is true that

he does not treat of saving or genuine faith ; but

the want of genuineness and saving power lies in

the absence of works, that is, in the want of

strength and fiilness in the faith to influence the

actions. The epithet "dead" when applied in

the New Testament to an abstract faculty or

principle means simply "inoperative" (Rom. vii.

8, viii. 10; James ii. 17, 20, 26). The idea that

St. James is dealing in his Epistle with a differ-

ent kind of faith from saving or genuine faith is

thoroughly uascriptural. He deals with the only
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kind of faith ever mentioned or alluded to in

Scripturej as is sufficiently apparent from the fact

that he is writing to well-instructed Christians

(i. 17, .18), and that all that he requires to render

the faith of which he treats perfect is the addi-

tion of works. If it were false faith, works could

not make ii perfect. We are continually warned

in Scripture to prove our faith by our works.

Not a single passage can be found in which we

are warned to prove our works by our faith, it

being taken for granted that the faith which pro-

duces works is of the right kind. There is no

command, or intimation, or hint that we must

substitute one kind of faith for another.

There is one application of the faculty of faith

that demands a special -notice. By limiting the

object of faith to the death of Christ, and its end

to our personal pardon, a scheme of salvation is

obtainable wholly disconnected with works of

righteousness. If we are instantaneously and

iiTCversibly pardoned and saved by throwing

ourselves upon the death of Christ, it is quite

evident that the after-life, whatever it may be,

c
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can have no influence on the foregone conclu-

sion. Now, in order to establish this doctrine

of salvation wholly independent of works, actual

or implied, the death of Christ must be regarded

as a bare historical fact. If its moral character

be taken in, moral consequences will be involved,

and the future fruits of righteousness wiU be

comprehended in the idea of the faith or trust

that rests on the Atonement. Therefore, in

order to establish such a doctrine, the moral

and spiritual bearings of the death of Christ

must be shorn down until it is reduced to the

hard, lifeless proportions of its material emblem,

the brazen serpent that was raised in the wilder-

ness, and until the saving of the soul becomes

as passive and mechanical a process as the

miraculous healing of the body. It is only by

preventing the priuciples of moral obedience

from being included in the idea of this limited

faith that it can be effectually hindered from

ranking amongst its consequences. The result

will then be that the entire practical portion of

Scripture wiU be irreparably disjoined from the
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doctrinal, the description of a final judgment

according to works wiU become an isolated and

wL-olly unaccountable phenomenon^ and the one

essential principle derived from Scripture will

be opposed to the whole stream and current of

Scripture and to the whole analogy of nature.

But, in fact, the faith that is concerned with the

Atonement and with personal salvation only is

not a special kind of faith, but a mere limitation

of the mind and conscience to a superficial and

narrow view of a most pregnant subject. It is

a repetition under the Christian scheme of the

fatal and prevalent error of the Jews under the

older dispensation, who alienated sacrifice from

obedience (1 Sam. xv. 22; Hos. vi. 6; Amos

V. 21-24; Micah vi. 8; Is. i. 14-17, Iviii. 6, 7;

Matt. ix. 13, xii. 7). The death of Christ is

never presented to us by itself for our trust or

reliance. We cannot fix our attention on it

alone without mutilating the personality of Jesus^

as well as the integrity of our own faculties.

Faith in Christ means faith in the sum of all that

He was, and did, and taught^_andLsufiered. If

c2
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we believe or trust in less, we do not exercise

the whole faculty nor comprelLend tlie whole

object. Such expressions as "Believe on the

Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved"

(Acts xvi. 31) must be interpreted in the proper

fulness of the three terms, " Believe," " Lord

Jesus Christ," and " saved." " Believe " must

be taken in at least that broad practical sense

in which it could only have been understood

by those to whom it was first addressed, accord-

ing to their habits of thought and language.

" Lord J esus Christ " meant a history, an exam-

ple, and a body of precepts, as well as a Person

or an event. " Saved " could only mean, to

Christian or Pagan, redeemed from the sordid-

ness of sin into the nobleness of virtue. To

believe in Jesus is not to depend upon a supreme

magnificent God, arrayed in the splendours of

eternity, for an easy deliverance from toil and

trouble, nor upon a Sacrifice whereby the favour

of that great Being can be attained as by a

charm ; but it is, in addition to all besides, to look

up to, as our Guide and Friend, a poor, brave.
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righteouSj persecutedjworld-liated Man, who offers

us His own example and fortunes as the wisest

and happiest lot that earth affords. We cannot

divorce the moral element from the faith, the

life, or the salvation. Even if we concentrate

our faith on the death of Christ as ordained by

God, we lose that half of the lesson which throws

light upon the other half, if we forget that He

was slain by men because He rebuked their

evil ways. We do not, in fact, believe in a cha-

racterless Saviour. His character and commands

are intensified on the Cross. Thence, with more

emphatic voice than ever. He cries, "Take up

your cross and follow me." Belief in Christ

crucified is belief that the unknown and un-

imaginable Majesty of Heaven and the true

majesty of earth were represented by One who

died on a cross. Most truly does it require

a renewed heart to receive this doctrine.

St. Paul always speaks of the Crucifixion as

something morally affecting his life. " God

forbid," he says, "that I should glory, save in

the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom
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the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the

world" (Gal. vi. 14). Faith in the death and

atonement of Christ, apart from their moral

character, is, therefore, not a distinct kind of

faith, but an imperfect' stage or degree of faith.

Let us enumerate the steps which we have

made in our inquiry. Faith is the medium of

salvation. Faith is not distinguished into dif-

ferent kinds, but by different degrees. The

faith that saves must be perfect in degree.

Faith perfect in degree is equivalent to what is

variously called strong, great, or much faith.

The next step will be to ascertain what is meant

by strong faith. It follows from man's mental

constitution, and is seen by daily observation,

that the amount of force exerted upon the con-

science or reason by truth is in proportion

to the fulness in which it is williugly contem-

plated, and to the constancy with which it is kept

present before the mind. Whatever the absolute

importanpe of particular ideas may be, their

relative importance, that is, their actual influence

on our thoughts and conduct, is regulated pre-
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cisely by the reception we give them. The most

insignificant subject^ if it impregnates our whole

mental being, becomes all in all to us. Mind has

the power of making the most essentially trifling

fact or dogma momentous, or the most mo-

mentous one trifling. The most momentous fact,

if we refuse to think about it, is nothing to us,

our belief in it is weak and idle. The most

trifling fact, if we continually dwell upon it, is

everything to us. Whatever we think most

about, quite irrespective of its intrinsic worth,

seems most important to us. Some ideas are

fleeting and transitory : they pass, cause no

effect, leave no impression. Others are lasting,

perpetually recurring and forming the character,

or rather constituting and being the character

by their continual presence. What we think

most about we mentally and morally are, and

what we mentally and morally are, we say

and do in our outward lives. The earth yields

. figs or thistles just in proportion as it supports

fig-trees or thistle-trees. The actions of men

are good or bad just in proportion as they render
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themselves good or bad by choosing and che-

rishing good or bad thoughts and principles.

Men have favourite ruling ideas. It does not so

much matter, as to the effect produced, what the

ideas are, as how much we cherish and encourage

them. Many a man is governed all his life by

an idea which to all others appears unworthy of

a moment's serious consideration. But, trifling

and weak as it seems to others, it is powerful to

him who entertains it, because all the strength

of his nature is imparted to it.

Every truth and every falsehood has a certain

inherent moral direction belonging to it which

it communicates to the mind that is identified

with it. This direction the mind, by its living

power, transmutes into motion. There are some

truths whose direction is more in agreement with

the structural and constitutional tendencies of

the mind than that of others. These as they

fall in with and recreate the original disposition,

wiU strengthen it, bring it forth into action, and

increase their influence by repetition. There

are also falsehoods whose tendency is in unison
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with, the implanted evil bias of tlie mindj and

they also develope into acts and grow more

powerful as they are repeated in practice. But

there are again fragmentary views of truth, facts

torn from tlieir moral sources and connections,

one-sided representations, which, address them-

selves to the emotions and the imagination, and

because of th.eir disconnection with fundamental

innate principles are weakened by repetition,

or occupy the attention without ever influencing

the conduct. The deep-rooted eternal practical

principles of .Christianity, of which all its facts

are instances, of which its most awful central

fact is the imprinting afresh its original noble-

ness on human nature by God's own hand, of

which all its precepts are imperfect utterances

—

the principles of judgment, mercy, and faith

—

constitute the mind that receives and keeps them

perpetually and prominently in its consciousness

a mind of strong faith or of much faith. The

mind that seldom contemplates them, or fills their

place with distorted shadows of them, or with

appeals to passion or to sense, or with idle for-
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mal obedience to liunian commands^ is a mind

of weak faith or of little faith. Weak faith or

little faith means true Christian doctrine little or

seldom thought about; true Christian doctrine

much or contiuually thought about is strong

faith. This is the faith that is the actual me-

dium of salvation.

If a faith abiding and potential be that which

is indispensable to the salvation of man, we

might expect that the necessity for it would

be very strongly inculcated, and that the de-

scription of it would form a prominent and

constantly-recurring topic in the teaching of

Christ and His Apostles. But how can faith

be described ? How can its different degrees be

distinguished and separately held up to notice ?

Even if there were various kinds of faith, how

would it be possible to discriminate them by

any intrinsic and essential marks ? We can-

not explain motives or feelings in themselves.

The faintest joy or sadness could not be made

known in distinction from the most violent and

strongest by any description of the mere feeUngs.
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We can distinguish them and their degrees only

by the effects which they produce. The breeze

and the storm possess no internally distinctive

qualities by which their difference can be ex-

plained. If we wished to describe them, we

should say that the one rustled the leaves or

fanned the cheek, while the other tore down

the monarchs of the forest, and lined the shore

with wrecks. There is no conceivable way of

showing the difference,, save by pointing to the

different results. The wind blows, and we hear

the soimd thereof. If we did not hear the sound,

we should not know of its existence. With the

effects produced our knowledge begins and ends.

So it is with all spiritual emotions and princi-

ples ; we know of them only by their effects.

I may feel an emotion of pity so weak and feeble

that caprice or selfishness prevents its acting,

and so hides its existence from the observer;

or I may feel it in so strong a degree as to

deny myself in order to relieve the object of

it, and thus manifest it to the world. It would

be impossible to distinguish one from the other
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except by referring to tlie outward visible results.

So the love of God and of Christ may be so

feeble that it falls before the least temptation,

or so strong that it animates every action. So

faith may be so cowardly and so partial that

each form of worldliness triumphs over it, or

it may become so mighty in its fulness, and so

plant itself on the eternal verities of heaven re-

produced in the human soul, that it overcomes

the world in its most seductive form. In all

these cases the only mode of distinguishing is

by the consequences, the visible tangible results.

In this manner the Bible describes perfect, saving

faith to us. In this way works are necessary,

that it may be known that we have perfect faith.

Faith is aU that God demands from us, but it

must be perfect faith, and we could not know

what perfect faith meant unless it were described

by its effects.

This manner of iudicating true faith is only one

phase of the general method of the new covenant.

Law had failed in two directions : it had neither

instilled the right principle, nor produced the
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right conduct. The Gospel aims at instilling the

right principle as its main object^ and; as the only-

means—the only means intelligible to us and

appealing to our reasoUj not denying but taking

for granted the secret, inward, spiritual process

which God conducts—of doing this efficiently, it

describes and demands the right conduct. The

reason of this is plain when we remember that

the name of any mental quality or motive is a

word conventionally representiug certain actions,

together with the habit of mind which produces

them, and that the actions are the only intelU-

gible part of the definition. If the virtues by

which Jesus wished His people to be distinguished

were taught to them by their current names only,

His teaching would be liable to all the ambi-

guities of language which degeneracy of morals

invariably either follows from or introduces.

Words are subject to the same kind of abuse and

depravation as law. Their meaning may be

frittered away by subtlety, or lost in vague gene-

ralities, exploded in idle sentiment, or evaded by

trivial performances. Such names of principles
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as friendsliip, patriotism, magnanimity, and all

terms, in fact, -whicli aspire at expressing tlie

inward glow that accompanies a lofty thought,

whose sense, in consequence, is in danger of

evaporating into sound, and whose utterance is

to some extent a waste of the emotion, and may

possibly be regarded as a compensation for the

absence of the practice, are omitted in the teach-

ing of Jesus and His disciples, and in their place

we have only an account of the sober deeds that

testify to the existence of the principles them-

selves in the hearts of the doers. The fate of the

only rhetorical word which the translators of our

English Bible needlessly imported in order to

give greater distinction to a simple enumeration

of the daily duties that love inspires might be

sufficient to prove the wisdom of this rule (1 Cor.

xiii.). Jesus has, therefore left the qualities that

mark His followers, represented, not by an ambi-

tious terminology, but by the abiding features of

nature and by His own example. He describes

the quality by the one unchanging and infallible

test of its existence, its strength, and its purity.
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— action. The character which He wished to

impress on His disciples He illustrated by pointing

out to them the practice or attitude of some class

or object for their imitation. Trust in God for

the necessaries of life He exemplified by the lilies

of the fieldj and the fowls of the air. Docility

and innocence He instanced by the demeanour of

children. To show to what extent Christians of

all ranks should minister to each other. He washed

His disciples' feet. He expressly recorded the

universal lesson that the goodness or badness of

the heart can be known only by the goodness or

badness of the outward life. But a good heart in

the Christian idea is not merely a heart free from

evil habitSj nor one acquainted with the truths of

religion, but a heart thoroughly impregnated

with those truths to the exclusion of all beside.

When, therefore, we are taught to know the tree

by its fruits, the meaning is that we are to know

perfect faith by its works, perfect faith being

not pure doctrines only, but pure doctrines em-

braced with the whole heart and mind. John

the Baptist described repentance by its fruits.
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St. Paul proved tte superiority of his ministry,

that isj the greatness of his faith, by his labours

and sufferings (2 Cor. xi. 28). The account

given of faith in the Epistle to the Hebrews (xi.)

first adverts in figurative language to the sub-

jective certainty of the mind engrossed with the

truths of revelation, and then describes this con-

dition by its appropriate achievements. Abel,

Enoch, Noah, Abraham, in various ways proved

the faith that was in them by their obedience.

" These all died in faith, not having received the

promises, but having seen them afar off, and were

persuaded of them, and embraced them, and con-

fessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on

the earth. For they that say such things declare

plainly that they seek a country." Their rejec-

tion of this world proved the largeness of their

yearning for the invisible, their works proved the

fulness of their faith. St. Paul's description of

love (1 Cor. xiii.) is a more delicate and searching

application of the same test. The objective

accomplishments of eloquence, prophecy, know-

ledge, faith, and zeal are contrasted with the
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subjective condition of tlie mind wholly surren-

dered in all its thoughts, feelings, and affections

to righteousness, and manifesting itself in those

unsuspicious, uncensorious, unselfish dispositions

which, so far as they prevail, sweeten the inter-

course of life. Showy and official acts are not so

certain a proof of perfect pervasive faith as those

minute courtesies of religion which flow forth

with the ease and constancy of nature, and tell

that the whole fountain of the heart is softened

and purified. The ever-repeated enforcement of

good works, therefore, which we find in Scripture,

must be understood as the Divine plan- for en-

abling believers to know with certainty whether

they are keeping the true objects of faith, as re-

vealed by Jesus, before their minds constantly and

with singleness of aim. " Whosoever heareth these

sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will hken

him unto a wise man which built his house on a

rock " (Matt. vii. 24) .
" If ye know these things,

happy are ye if ye do them" (John xiii. 17).

" Be ye doers of the word, and not hearers only,

deceiving your own selves. For if any be a

D
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hearer of theword, and not a doer, lie is like unto

a man beholding his natural face in a glass : for

he beholdeth himself, and goeth his way, and

straightway forgetteth what manner of man he

was. But whoso looketh into the perfect law of

liberty^ and continueth therein, he being not a

forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work, this man

shall be blessed in his deed. If any man among

you seem to be religious, and bridleth not his

tongue, but deceiveth his own heart, this man's

rehgion is vaia. Pure religion and undefiled

before God and the Father is this. To visit the-

fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to

keep himself unspotted from the world " (James

i. 22-27). St. James, the principal object of

whose Epistle is to distinguish weak, transient,

mixed faith from faith strong, constant, and pure

(i. 2-8), has
. no other mode of indicating the

latter than by the works which it does, and he

ascribes the deficiency of the former to superficial

views of truth. The unworking believer is such

because the objects of faith take but a slight hold

on his mind. But he who pierces into the depths,
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and imbibes tbe principle^ of God's law, that prin-

ciple in the light of which all earthly laws vanish,

and which is therefore freedom, and who con-

tinues in it, will become a doer of the work. " My

brethren, have not the faith of our Lord Jesus

Christ, the Lord of glory, with respect of persons.

For if there come unto your assembly a man with

a gold ring, in goodly apparel, and there come in

also a poor man in vile raiment; and ye have

respect to him that weareth the gay clothing, and

say unto him. Sit thou here in a good place ; and

say to the poor. Stand thou there, or sit here un-

der my footstool : are ye not then partial in your-

selves, and are become judges of evil thoughts ?

Hearken, my beloved brethren. Hath not God

chosen the poor of this world rich in faith, and

heirs of the kingdom which he hath promised to

them that love him ? But ye have despised the

poor. . . . If ye have respect to persons, ye com-

mit sin, and are convinced of the law as trans-

gressors. . . . What doth it profit, my brethren,

though a man say he hath faith, and have not

works ? can faith save him ? If a brother or

d2
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sister be naked^ and destitute of daily food, and

one of you say unto them. Depart in peace, be ye

warmed and filled ; notwiths'tanding ye give them

not those things which are needful to the body

;

what doth it profit ? Even so faith, if it hath not

works, is dead, being alone.* Yea, a man may

S9.y, Thou hast faith, and I have works : show me

* Alford translates vexpd naff iavriiv " dead in itself," a turn'

of thought which cannot possibly be made to fit in with the line

of argument. The Apostle's position is, that faith without works

is unprofitable. He tates as an illustration words of kindness

and goodwill, indispensably good in themselTCS, so far as they

go, and asks what would they profit to a needy person if un-

accompanied by deeds of charity ? So, he argues, faith, if it have

not works, is dead or unprofitable ; and then, guarding against

the inference which might be drawn if the word were left un-

quahfied, that such faith is absolutely dead, he adds "by itself,"

" in its singleness." The remark may also be ventured that

neither by the inherent force of the words, nor by common
usage, does the expression xaff kiuiT6 mean " in itself." In a

philosophical treatise it might, perhaps, be casually used to

express such an idea. (Though compare Plato, Theaetet. p. 251,

Teub. Lips.) The following passages are the result of a few

hours' reading in a single volume of a single author, and will

show the popular meaning of the expression :—Ta tudria SokiT

6epiMlv€ii/ -rhv &v6piinrov, ouk oura 8^ ttov dep/xaivovTa Kal irpoir-

^iKKovTO, tV 9spit.irr]Ta.- ko9' eourb "^hp cKaaroi/ avTuiii \fivxpiy

idTW. . . . T6 Se ^Se'ws (-^v KaX iKapSos ouk ^laee'i/ iCTui, aWa
ravvavriov 6 Mpmros rois irep\ civrhv irpdypLaaiv rjSov^v Kal X'^P'"

SuTwep iic vrryrjs toB ^Bovs, irpoaTiBriaiv. (Plut. de Yirt. et Vit 1.)
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thj faith without thy works, and I will show thee

iny faith hy my works. Thou believest that

there is one God; thou doest well: the devils

also believe, and tremble. But wilt thou know,

vain man, that faith without works is dead ? Was

not Abraham our father justified by works, when

he had offered Isaac his son upon the altar?

Seest thou how faith wrought with his works,

and by works was faith made perfect? And

the scripture was fulfilled which saith, Abraham

believed God, and it was imputed unto him for

righteousness : and he was called the Friend of

God. Ye see then how that by works a man is

justified, and not by faith only. Likewise also

was not Eahab .the harlot justified by works,

when she had received the messengers, and had

sent them out another way? For as the body

OuK &yvou 5e, Htl Kal Sici kSttovs irvpeTTOvffLv &v6puvotf Kol Si'

iyKaiireis Kal Silt irepiifii^fis. 'AXA' S><nr(p ai twii i.v64ur o<rfMl

Kofl* lauT^s 0L(r6ev€'iSf eliTfiixSeiffai 5^ t^ i\aicp ^dfiTiv iffxovat Kal

t6i'ov' oStoj toTs ^|(ud€j/ alrlais Kal apxais, olov oviriav Kol trufia

iropcxei rb irX^Sos iwoKeijiivov. (Plut. de tuenda San. prsecept. x.)

"XSoip Se ov fi6vov rb fj.tyvi/ji.evov irphs oTyoy, &\Xcb Kal rh Kaff eavrh

Tov KiKpafiivov ^nerajii iriv6nivov, aP\a$4aTepovir oieiri KfKpajisvov.

(Plut, de tuenda San. prsecept. XTii.)
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without the spirit is dead^ so faith without works

is dead also" (James ii.). In this passage the

Apostle warns his readers not. to rest contented

with a faith of the Lord Jesus Christ with

respect of persons,—^with a partial, one-sidedj

imperfect faith,—^with a faith that reaches to

some one portion of their consciousness, and

leaves the remainder untouched, or that contem-

plates only some fragmentary form of doctrine,

and, in consequence, is not able to overcome the

world and its cruel distinctions,—with a double-

minded faith that attempts to combine the ways

of God and the ways of the world; but to go on

adding faith to faith, to let the whole truth of Gk)d

penetrate their whole being, until all men, rich

and poor, are equal in their sight as they are in the

sight of God Himself. Anything short of this is

imperfect faith. The recognition of equal human

rights, under all social disparities, the practical

acknowledgment of real Christian brotherhood,

is the lowest mark to which faith must rise in

order to save. No faith is so absolutely perfect

as to merit the favour of God as a right, for the
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essential basis of Christian faith is a sense of our

inevitable shortcomings. But onr trust or faith

in God must be so strong, and full^ and abiding

as at least to produce such a likeness of Christ in

us that, as He came down from heaven and became

flesh, and was merciful to us when we were perish-

ing, so we, each in our degree, shall be merciful to

our brother-men, who are our own flesh and blood.

The faith that rises to this point of obedience

will be counted for righteousness. It is not strictly

righteousness in itself, for no human faith can ever

attain to actual perfectness of obedience. But,

inasmuch as it is faith in a Saviour who did a

perfect work on our behalf, it is treated for His

sake as if it were absolute righteousness. No

idle or narrow faith is ever counted for righteous-

ness. It is strong, full, and acting faith that is

so accepted by God. Thus we find that the state-

ment concerning Abraham, that he "believed God,

and that it was counted to him for righteousness,^'

is used by St. Paul and St. James in exactly the

same sense (Rom. iv. 3; James ii. 23). St. Paul

quotes it to prove that faith, and not works (not
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faith witliout its works)^ is the principle on which

we are saved. He does not enter into the question

of degrees of faith, which would be foreign to his

purpose (which was, not to show that we are saved

by a higher degree of faith and not by a lower,

but that the principle by which we are accepted

is faith, and not works), but he makes it evident

from the instance which he takes that full and

perfect faith was that which he had in his mind.

St. James, who is treating about different degrees

of faith, and whose express object is to prove that

we are saved by perfect faith, and not by imperfect

faith, makes the same quotation, and takes the

same example to establish his point. St. Paul

argues that even in the case of the obedient, de-

voted Abraham, it was his faith that was counted

for righteousness. St. James argues that it was

only the faith of one whose faith wrought with his

works, and was made perfect by works, that was

counted for righteousness. The two Apostles,

when referring to the faith that justifies, or that is

counted for righteousness,mean engrossing andac-

tive faith j and they perfectly coincide in doctrine.
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Good works are a proof of the sincerity of our

faith to ourselves as well as to others. " We
know that we have passed from death unto life,

because we love the brethren. . . . Hereby per-

ceive we the love of God, because He laid down

his life for us : and we ought to lay down our lives

for the brethren. But whoso hath this world's

good, and seeth his brother have need, and shut-

teth up his bowels of compassion from him, how

dwelleth the love of God in him ? My little chil-

dren, let us not love in word, neither in tongue

;

but in deed, and in truth. And hereby we know

that we are of the truth, and shall assure our hearts

before God" (1 John Hi. 14-19). Thus it is in

reality the fulness and purity of faith that will be

tried at the day of judgment. "Not every one that

saith unto me. Lord, Lord, shall enter into the

kingdom of heaven ; but he that doeth the will

of my Father which is in heaven. Many will say

unto me in that day. Lord, Lord, have we not

prophesied in thy name ? and in thy name have

cast out devils ? and in thy name done many won-

derful works ? And then will I profess unto them.
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I never knew you : depart from me, ye that work

iniquity " (Matt. vii. 21-23) . An iucomplete faith,

capable only of of&cial acts of power and display,

although it may blind and deceive its possessor, is

insufi&cient to meet the final scrutiny. The faith

that will approve itself before the universe is that

which, comprehending the fulness of the love of

Christ, and entering iuto the depths of man's

moral nature, engages all his faculties in behalf of

that supreme equity which is the nature of God,

in the image of which man was created, and which,

in our present state, finds its instinctive exercise

on the side of the poor, the wronged, the slave,

the sufiering, the friendless, the lost. "Then shall

the King say unto them on his right hand, Come,

ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom

prepared for you from the foundation of the

world : for I was an hungred, and ye gave me

meat : I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink : I was

a stranger, and ye took me in : naked, and ye

clothed me : I was sick, and ye visited me : I was

in prison, and ye came unto me " . (Matt. xxv.

34-36.)
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True or saving faith may be taken as a name

descriptive of a mind that pursues its highest

instinct as fulfilled and exemplified in the life,

death, and precepts of Jesus, that hungers and

thirsts after righteousness, that meditates upon

these things, that gives itself wholly to them,

that continues in them. It is the character of

the man who loves the Lord his God, in His

revealed righteousness, with all his heart and

mind and soul and strength. It is the dispo-

sition of one whose thoughts are habitually set,

not on the future joys of heaven, but on the

present instincts of heaven, truth and right.

For these are the unseen things that are eternal.

Sudden impulses and momentary aspirations after

truth and goodness are, no doubt, of the nature of

faith. But it is the constancy, the abiding fulness

of faith that renders it perfect and saving. Pixiag

our hope and trust on the Sacrifice of Christ is to

dwell in the fullest light of Divine love, but un-

less we penetrate to that principle in God^s

nature from which the Atonement emanated, un-

less we find in our own consciences the quality
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corresponding to that principle of mercy, and

train it into living, active, not merely receptive,

but forthgiving harmony with its Divine proto-

type, the light and the warmth in which we

dwell have wrought no regeneration in us. To

be one with God, or to be reconciled to Him,

is to have His nature in activity. It is not

enough to wish to be saved ourselves ; there must

be the Godlike purpose, conceived and executed

in the Spirit of God, to save others. And to

/save others is not to tell them of salvation in

Christ, but it is to do the things that Christ

did, moved by the same principles that moved

Christ. We are to honour all men, not because

Christ became a man and died for men, as if

the honourableness of humanity only then and

thereby began; but we- are to honour all men

from that same spirit which first moved Christ

to come among us and become one with us,

which spirit, not of imitation, but of original

action, it was a main purpose of Christ's coming

and death to quicken in us. All that Christ

did was done to carry us back to those essential
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principles of love and mercy wMch were ia Him

tlie motives to action. If we tlien have the

spirit of Christ, the hungry, the naked, and the

prisoner will not be to us so many Christs claim-

ing our pity because of an interest reflected upon

them, but they will be so many men claiming

our sympathy by virtue of a common likeness

to God, which Christ has lit up within us to

feel and to see. What we call the pauper class

and the criminal class are not Christs to the

righteous, but the righteous are Christs to them.

They do not rest satisfied with sending them

tidings of a heaven where their miseries will

be forgotten or their crimes forgiven, but they

do as Christ did, coming to them and dying

for them, thus taking up their cross and follow-

ing Him. Having the heart and spirit of Christ,

they naturally seek the same lost ones whom

Christ sought. They work with Him, suffer

with Him, exhort, protest, rebuke with Him,

give their chief care with Him to those whom

the world condemns and forsakes; and so far

are they from a selfish or an ambitious motive.
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SO deepj absorbing, and unconscious is tlie im-

pulse tliat animates them, that they are astonished

at the estimate set upon their efforts at last.

-'Then shall the righteous answer him, saying.

Lord, when saw we thee an hungred, and fed

thee ? or thirsty, and gave thee driak ? When

saw we thee a stranger, and took thee ia ? or

naked, and clothed thee ? Or when saw we thee

sick, or in prison, and came unto thee ? And

the King shall answer and say unto them. Verily

I say unto you. Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye

have done it unto me " (Matt. xxv. 3 7-40)

.
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JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.

The object of the writer of the Epistle to the

Eomans was to allay mutual jealousies between

the Jews and the Gentiles of whom the Church

at Eome was composed, to reconcile the Jews

to the extension of the Gospel among the Gen-

tiles, and the Gentiles to Jewish instrumental

priority. That God is no respecter of persons,

but that all men and all nations are perfectly

equal iu His sight, is the fundamental truth by

which he seeks to accomplish his design, and

the leading arguments that form the framework

of the Epistle are constructed for the establish-

ment of this proposition.* Those arguments,

* The three principal arguments employed in the Epistle to

the Romans to prove the equality of Jews and Gentiles may
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thus introduced for a subsidiary purpose, have

beeu advanced to more or less prominent places

in Christian theology. But it ought to be re-

membered that, while their essential truth sets

them integrally beyond the reach of the modify-

ing influence of any occasional application, their

manner of statement may naturally be expected

to be in accordance with the particular design

they are intended to answer; and when we

would transfer them to other purposes, or shape

them into abstract and independent statements,

we should commence by distinguishing their in-

herent and unchangeable force and direction

from the accidental bent which a temporary use

has given to their mode of expression. We
might be prepared to find a doctrine which we

be thus briefly stated ;—1. All men are actual sinners, inasmuch

as they have Tiolated law. Taith is the only remaining medium

of justification. But faith is equally available to the Gentile as

to the Jew. 2. All men are fallen and depraved in Adam. But

fihrist came to undo the work of Adam. Therefore, the remedy

being co-extensive with the disease, the Gentile participates in

the work of Christ equally with the Jew. 3. God chose the

Jewish nation arbitrarily. Therefore he may now elect the

Gentiles to equal privileges, if it be His will.
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have known experimentally, as addressed to the

life and conscience, present an altered outward

appearance when employed in controversy with

an unwilling opponent to indicate the ecclesi-

astical purposes of the Almighty. The first

(with which alone we are at present concerned)

of the arguments brought forward by St. Paul

to prove that the Gospel was meant equally and

unreservedly for all men, and that Jew has no

advantage over Gentile, nor Gentile over Jew,

is the doctrine of justification by faith or by

grace. Now, it is a fact certainly not without

its proper significance that this doctrine is not

cited merely on authority or announced as a

matter of revelation, but is itself the result of

an elaborate inductive process. The Apostle,

having first anticipated his ultimate conclusion

that the Gospel of Christ is the power of God

unto salvation to every one that believes, to the

Jew first, and also to the Greek, and having

founded it on the principle that faith is the

habit of the human mind through which God

bestows His mercy, which principle he fortifies
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with the Old Testament maxim that even the

righteous man has the spring of life in his faith

(Rom. i. 16, 17), proceeds to demonstrate his

position—that the righteousness of God is re-

vealed from faith to faith—^by the circumstances

of human history. The anger of God is revealed

agaiast all men who, possessing the truth, do

violence to it by their practical unrighteousness.

But all men know the truth; for they have

either a revealed law, as the Jews, or a natural

law, as Jews and Gentiles alike. Therefore the

anger of God is declared agaiast all unrighteous-

ness, wherever and in whomever it is found. No

man can plead ignorance against the demands

of righteousness. All men being thus respon-

sible, it only remains to show that they have

all transgressed in order to prove that they are

all equally guilty. The Apostle first describes

the state of the world at large, not the condition

of the GentUes only, but that of Gentiles and

Jews, when tried by the requirements of natural

religion, and shows that in this relation no man

has any right to claim superiority over another.
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All men, whatever other light they have re-

ceivedj are accountable to God for the obser-

vance of the laws of nature. " Because that

which may be known of God is manifest ia

them; for God hath showed it imto them. For

the invisible things of him from the creation

of the world are clearly seen, beiag understood

by the things that are m'ade, even his eternal

power and Godhead; so that they are without

excuse." But " when they knew God they glori-

fied him not as God, neither were thankful ; but

became vain in their imaginations, and their fool-

ish heart was darkened." All have transgressed,

and all are guilty; and therefore, the Apostle

argues, any man, whoever he may be, or what-

ever additional relation he may stand in to God

because of a further revelation given to him, who

judges his brother, is iaexcusable in so doiag,

because he who assumes the office of judge does

himself the very things which he condemns.

The Jew, however he might evade the law

of Moses, was still amenable to the righteous

judgment of God, who, according to the eternal

E 2
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rule that is the basis of all religion, wiU render

to every man according to his works. Having

been thus convicted of violating the moral law

of the natural conscience, and so far silenced

in his attempts to assert a pre-emiaence over

the other nations of the world, he is next tested

by his own peculiar code. He is told that

he dishonours God by breaking that very law of

which it was his custom to boast, as if the mere

possession of it made him superior to others. He

is reminded that the distinguishing rite of his

people will be of no avail to him unless he keeps

the law of Moses; and that if he fails to keep that

law, the .condition of the uncircumcised Gentile

who does keep the law of his natural conscience

is better than his. To this St. Paul, who knew

the spirit of his countrymen, imagines an objec-

tion. They were not at all prepared to admit

that the custody of the law of Moses left them,

after all, on a level with the Gentile world in a

common accountability for actual obedience, or

that circumcision did not in some way exempt

them from moral obligations. If fulfilment of
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the law, they would say within themselves, be

required equally from the Jew as from the G-en-

tile, what advantage has the Jew, or what profit

is there of circumcision ? The Apostle replies

that the Jews had a great advantage ia being

the first people to whom God had committed His

written laws, and in the opportunity thereby

given to them of a higher obedience, and of

being the iustruments of communicating the

knowledge of the true God to the other nations,

and that their neglect of their opportunity and

abuse of their oifice cannot nullify the origiual

intention of God. The opportunity was theirs,

though they had not availed themselves of it.

The Jewish objector, whose design is stiU to

maintain the superiority of his nation, urges that

even if on equal terms with the Gentiles in trans-

gression, yet his transgression was the necessary

means of furthering God's plans, and that God

therefore cannot bear anger against him,—that

the disobedience of the chosen people cannot be

treated in the same way as Gentile disobedience.

The Apostle replies by a twofold argument : he
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first appeals to the fundamental ever-regulating

axiom of religion, that the last Judgment wiU be

according to our works. If respect of persons

on God's part, or any merely formal relation to

God on man's part, could supersede holiness of

life, God could not, in any true sense, judge the

world ; a judgment by works would be impossible.

The second argument is, that if God's glory could

be promoted by sia, we should be justified in

doing evil deliberately that good might come, a

conclusion which refutes itself. "What, then,"

the objector still proceeds to ask, " are we sur-

passed by the Gentiles ?" " Not altogether," is

the answer, "^'for we have before proved to the

Jews and Gentiles that they are all under sin."

And then the Apostle superadds to the sentence

of guilt already brought against the Jews as

m.embers of the human family, when tried by the

light of natural religion, the expressly pronounced

condemnation of their own national code. "As

it is written. There is none righteous, no, not

one." And, as whatever the law says it says to

those who are under it, there can be no doubt
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that tiis sentence of general nnrigliteousness has

immediate reference to the Jewish people; and

thus, by the formal decision of their own law,

every claim of superiority is stopped, every voice

of boasting is silenced, and the Jews are made to

stand on equal terms c^ guiltiness with the Gen-

tiles before the bar of God. From hence the

Apostle infers that no man can be justified, or

should seek to justify himself, by the deeds of the

law of Moses. But it ought to be observed that

this maxim is founded on historical experience

only. It is not described as possessing any in-

trinsic fitness as between God and man. It could

not be any dishonour to God if man were to suc-

ceed ia keeping the whole law, and so justifying

himself; for how could the perfection of the crea-

ture be a dishonour to the Creator ? The Apostle

deals with the simple fact that no man has been

justified by his perfect obedience to the Mosaic

law, and he thence concludes that no man will be

so justified. But as soon as this conclusion has

been inductively arrived at, it is confronted by a

principle still more comprehensive, from which
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the object of the Epistle is deductively made

^ood. Man cannot be saved by the law of

MoseSj—therefore (it is not deemed necessary to

state the middle proposition, that God will save

man somehow) he must be saved by the alterna-

tive method, faith in an atonement. And as the

sin and shortcoming are universal, affecting Jew

and Gentile equally, it follows that the method

which repairs the mischief must be universal also.

Therefore, since God justifies all men, without

exception or comparison, who believe in Jesus,

all men are equal in His sight. Thus the doctrine

of justification by faith affords in itself conclusive

evidence that the Gospel was intended for all

nations. Its immediate excellence over the doc-

trine of justification by the deeds of the law of

Moses, in the present connection of the Apostle's

thoughts, is that it puts an end to the exclusive

pride of the Jews, fatal alike to their advance ia

true hoHness and to the spread of truth. And as

the whole drift of the argument has obviously

been to bring out a conclusion that should do

away with all unjust national pretensions, and
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prove all men to be equal in the sigM of God, so

it is expressly declared that the reason why the

doctrine of justification by faith has been thus

formally iilferred and stated is that it does this in

an efiectual manner. " Where is boasting then ?

It is excluded. By what law ? of works ? Nay

:

but by the rule of faith. Therefore we argue that

a man is justified by faith without the deeds of

the law." If salvation were through an external

revealed law, it must be confined to the people to

whom that law was given, and God might be said

to be the God of that people onlyj but if it be

through an iaternal faculty or a moral principle

common to the human mind, it must be open to

all men. If God manifested His will in a definite

code, or in some peculiar customs and usages, or

required a particular form of obedience. His favour

would be limited to the nation that knew the code

or the form. But if He appeals to the law of

conscience, and addresses a habit or faculty whose

special province it is to rise above the literal, the

limited, and the formal, and to grasp the infinite,

the spiritual, and the eternal. He must evidently
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be speaking to the whole family of Adam. " Is

he the God of the Jews only ? is he not also of

the Gentiles ? Yes, of the Gentiles also : seeing

it is one God, which shall justify the circumcision

by faith, and uncircumcision through faith."

But the claimant of exclusive national privi-

leges, driven from his successive positions, has

yet one stronghold in which he hopes to defend

himself against the assailant of his imaginary

rights. Even though the knowledge of the law

and the rite of circumcision may not confer an

unconditional title to justification, and though

the personal unrighteousness of the Jews be fully

proved, yet, as the descendants of Abraham,

they may still put forward a hereditary claim to

the coveted advantage over the Gentiles. What,

then, it is asked, was the experience of Abraham,

our earthly father, whose children we are, and

whose acquired privileges we iaherit ? For if he

were justified by works the disputed superiority

remains, and his nation has a lawful right to boast

of the prerogatives it iaalienably possesses. The

answer is that, whatever may have been the good-
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ness of Abraham's characterj and however exact

may liave been his obedience, yet when standing

in the presence of God with any other inhabitant

of the earthj he had not the slightest right to

boast over that other because of the terms on

which he held his justification. The greatest of

transgressors might yet obtain mercy, and it was

simply on the grounds of mercy that Abraham

was justified. Therefore the Jew cannot boast

over his fellow-man, as if he stood in a nearer or

more favoured relation with God. The boasting

alluded to is not what is called the pride of self-

righteousness, or a vaunting of one's independent

justification, won by personal merit from the

Almighty, but the jealous and insolent spirit of

religious caste, indulged ia by men who are

represented as not even making any pretence to

personal righteousness, but as resting their claims

solely on the obedience of their forefather Abra-

ham, and exhibiting itself in language of in-

vidious comparison. The case is not supposed of

the Jews boasting absolutely that their favour

with Heaven was won by Abraham's works, but
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of their boasting over the Gentiles because their

favour with Heaven was so won. The former

would be boasting over God, the latter is boast-

ing over men. The Pharisee in the parable ac-

knowledged his indebtedness to God for his su-

periority to other men at the very time that he

boasted over the Publican. The proof that Abra-

ham had no right of boasting over others to

transmit to his descendants is contained in a

quotation from the Old Testament :
—" Abraham

believed God, and it was counted unto him for

righteousness." This means that the terms of a

strict covenant were not rigorously adhered to

with regard to him. Allowances were made ; his

good intentions, his sincerity, his manifest desire

and readiness to please God in all things, were

taken into the account, and balanced against Ms

actual infirmities and shortcomings, so that the

sum of the approving judgment passed upon him

included a pardon in it. According to severe

justice, he did not come up to the mark of perfect

obedience, and so he might have been con-

demned; but mercy intervened, and his motives
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were taken into consideration. Counting faith

for righteousness is equivalent to taking the will

for the deed in the case of one who has honestly-

done his best, and failed only under the pressure

of circumstances. When, therefore, it is said that

Abraham's faith was counted to him for righteous-

ness, it is the same as saying that his reward, or

his justification, was granted to him as a grace or

favour.. Now, to the person who works out his

justification, or is justified by works, the reward

is not reckoned as a grace, but as a debt, and this

distinction of terms would be observed in de-

scribing it. But to him who does not work out

his justification, and is not justified by works,

but is justified by his faith, the reward is reckoned

and fitly described, not as a debt, but as a grace,

which is the same as saying that his faith is

counted for righteousness. When it is said of a

person that his faith was counted for righteous-

ness, the assertion is conveyed that he was not

justified by works, but by faith. But it is said

of Abraham that his faith was counted for

righteousness : therefore Abraham was not justi-
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fied by worksj but by faitb. That the expressions

"worketh" and "worketh not'^ mean respec-

tively " is justified by works " and " is not justi-

fied by works " is obvious. The object of St.

Paul is to prove that Abraham was not justified

by works. He gains his end by showing that the

language used in reference to Abraham in the

Old Testament is inapplicable "to him that

worketh," and is applicable only to ''him that

worketh not, but believeth."' Because what was

said of Abraham,—^that "his faith was counted

for righteousness/'—could not be appropriately

said of " him that worketh/' and is appropriately

said of " him that worketh not, but believeth/' it

is concluded that Abraham was not justified

by works, and that he was justified by faith.

"Worketh," therefore, must be the logical equiva-

lent of "is justified by works," and "worketh not,

but believeth," of " is justified by faith." If this

be not the meaning of those words, the doctrine

of the passage will be that good works are not

merely unnecessary, but that they are positively

fatal to justification, that the man " that worketh "
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cannot be justified unless his works be so perfect

that he can claim his reward as a debt, and that

the believer cannot be justified unless he wholly

abstain from T^orks.*

* The interpretation adopted by several modem commenta-

tors is wholly untenable. They translate ipya(ofi.fvtf, "to him

that worts for hire." Even if it could be shown that the word

has this meaning, it would still be necessary to show that Ipyaiv,

in the sixth verse, means " works done for hire." An additional

expressiveness is sometimes imparted to a word by the prevailing

sentiment of the discourse in wliioh it occurs, or by a mind fully

possessed of the terms and direction of the argument ; but here

the idea of " hire " is not suggested either by the general subject

or by the argument, but is at variance with both. This inter-

pretation affords no conceivable relation between the two mem-

bers of the fifth verse. There is no species of contrast or incom-

paitibility between working for hire and believing in a God who

justifies the ungodly, unless working for hire includes the notion

of doing a perfect work, which of course it is not meant to do

by those who propose this rendering. Working for a reward is

the lowest form of Christianity, but it is not inconsistent with

believing in a Saviour. But the great objection is that the idea

thus introduced has no pertinence to the occasion,—that it

interrupts the regular order of the Apostle's argument. The

question is whether Abraham's justification, considered as a fact,

was through faith or works. This question will not be in the

least degree helped by settling what form of words are to be

used in reference to one who works for hii'e. It wUl not advance

the position of the Jewish opponent to prove that Abraham

worked for hire ; neither does it advance the Apostle's position

to prove that he did not. The fifth and sixth verses are not a

statement of doctrine or principle, but simply an argument
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The sentiment of those verses is not an illus-

tration drawn from secular habits, but belongs to

the very heart and substance of the subject under

treatment, "working" and "workiifgnot" having

immediate reference to the question whether

Abraham was justified by works. If we keep

this question before us, as the Apostle kept it

distiuctly in view, and shaped every sentence so

as to elucidate it, the whole argument will be

easily understood. The point under consideration

is not now whether a man is justified by law or

by faith as two separate and iucongruous prin-

ciples, but concerning the justification of one who

has both faith and works, whether he is justified

through the medium of his faith or of his works.

There is no real opposition or contrast, therefore,

between working and believing in this passage of

Scripture. The man who is described as working

founded on the proper use of language. It had been said of

Abraham that his faith was counted to him for righteousness.

Tiiis language, St. Paul argues, can be fitly used only of one

justified by faith, and different language would be employed of

one justified by works. Those Terses should never be separated

from the context.
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must not be supposed as working without faitli.

On the contrary, his works would be the unmis-

takable token and unerring measure of his faith
;

and even if they were so perfect that his reward,

in Grod's considerate verdict, were counted to him

as a debt, and he would thus have ground for

boasting over other men, yet this would be so far

from leading him to exalt himself before God, or

to arrogate merit to himself, that it would only

prove him to be possessed of a faith so strong and

so clear that, looking through the infinite expanse

of righteousness, he must confess that, after the

performance of all that came within his narrow

sphere, he was but an unprofitable servant at the

best. But such a case is only imagined by St.

Paul in order to distinguish it by its proper

phraseology from the language that describes the

circumstances of Abraham. If the father of be-

lievers could not justify himself by his works, and

so work that his reward would be counted as a

debt, we conclude that none of his spiritual de-

scendants can. The evil of such a possibility

would be that it would give occasion to man to

p
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glory over maiij and to race to glory over racd,

and this is that outrage on humanity, and that

temptation to measure ourselves from below rather

than from above, to prevent which God has set

the standard of earthly excellence so high that

none may attain unto it. Again, the account of

" him that worketh not, but believeth," does not

describe belief as the antithesis to works, nor yet

as the substitute for absent works, but as the

remedy for actual and present, but imperfect,

works. Man^s actions are twofold—the internal

purpose, and the external accomplishment of it.

According to Scriptural teaching, the purpose, if

not sufficiently strong, may exist without the ac-

complishment, but the accomplishment cannot

exist without the purpose. Works, therefore,

are the evidence and measure of faith. But they

are not an exact measure, because in the nature

of things works cannot rise to the level of faith,

and the power of circumstances may keep them

far below it. In consequence of this, faith is a

truer criterion of character than works. But

there cannot possibly be opposition between faith
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and its works, as there may between faith and

law, or the deeds of the law. Works cannot

keep pace with faith, and if the faith be weak,

they may be altogether wanting, but faith and

works never can, in fact or principle, be opposed

to each other. Where there are works which

are not the works of the law, there must be faith

;

and where there is strong, undoubting faith, there

must be works. As the sentence does not run,

" to him that worketh, but believeth not," as if

faith could not coexist with works in the sup-

posed case of a justified worker, so the words,

" to him that worketh not, but believeth," do not

imply that works cannot coexist with faith in the

case of the justified believer. " Working not

"

means working short of perfection, in spite of

one's strenuous efforts to reach the lofty heights

of virtue which faith reveals to his gaze. To the

man who has thus laboured, who has done much,

who is the dupe of no low ambition, the slave of

no debasing vice, the inward conception of im-

practicable righteousness, the survey of the il-

limitable plan, the ever-approximating yet never-

p2
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reaching- aspiration of the soul, the power of

beholding the sublime summits which tower

higher as the step advances and the vision

clears, is itself a consolation, and a fitness iu the

natural conscience for the reception of the justifi-

cation which the mercy of God ratifies through

the sufferings of Christ. We must not suppose,

then, that the justified believer is one who " works

not," or who intentionally falls short of perfection

and is contented with his ungodliness, because

he believes in a God who justifies the ungodly.

Those expressions are the Apostle^s historical

description, and do not at all, in any connection

of doctrine, refer to the conscious condition of

the believer's mind. It is true that a man is

justified who believes in a God who has made

provision for sin and shortcoming, when he

strives to be perfect and fails ; but it is not true

that a man is justified who does not work, because

he believes in a God who justifies those who do not

work, or who in any degree designedly substitutes

reliance on God's mercy for obedience to God's

laws. God can take the earnest efi'ort, and treat
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it as if it were success ; but man must not sepa-

rate the atonement of Ckrist from tlie example of

Christ in such a way as to make regard for the

one compensate for neglect of the other. Faith

is a complex feeling, haviag reference to the

whole character and revelation of God. As God

requires holiness, yet pardons sin, still making

the pardon the incentive to increased exertion, so

perfect faith aspires to a holy God, and when it

fails, receives His mercy as an iaducement to a

more vivid aspiration. Since, therefore, justifica-

tion through faith is an exercise of God's mercy,

faith can never be regarded practically as a rival

principle to works. The appropriateness of justi-

fication through faith to man's condition does not

consist in its lowering the standard of excellence,

for, in fact, it raises it and keeps it pure, fixing

the thoughts on the first' simple elements of right,

and so guarding against the degeneracy of laws

and secondary principles, but in the fact that

faith, while aiming at perfection, comprehends

within it a confession of the believer's weakness,

and an appeal to some external strength by which
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he is to be saved. Tliis double cliaracter of faitli

may be easily understood by tracing out its deeper

nature, and by recalling the obvious yet oft-for-

gotten Scriptural asiom, that Christianity is an

addition to the law of consciencej and that the

eternal and unchangeable moral law, as well as the

specific remedy for its violB,tion which the Gospel

reveals, are both contemplated by the believer.

Now, it is the nature of pure faith that it raises a

man above and beyond himself. It is the instinc-

tive reachiug forth of the feeble to the mighty.

It implies forgetfulness of self or mistrust of self,

in dependence on something that can triumph

and dehver. He who believes in truth or justice

does not trust in the intensity of his own belief,

nor hope anything from the vigour of his own

endeavours, but flings himself on the omnipotence

of the principle to which he is devoted, and only

hopes, if ever he thinks of himself apart, to be

borne onward by its irresistible progress, as the

straw is borne by the advancing tide. So it also

is when to faith in God is added faith in Christ as

our Redeemer and example. A comprehensive
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faitli, therefore, as on the one hand it urges its

possessor to a career of active Christian enter-

prise, so on the other it contains a principle of

help and refuge for his inevitable insufficiency

;

and in this its compound character, putting forth

the whole energy of its nature, animating every

faculty of the soul, embracing the entire circle of

truths that are its proper objects, and, with aU, as

far as self is concerned, relying on the work of

another for justification, it is counted and ac-

cepted as if it were unalloyed righteousness.

The Apostle next confirms the gratuitous cha-

racter of justification by faith, or of the counting

faith for righteousness, by another quotation from

the Old Testament :
—" Even as David also descri-

beth the blessedness of the man unto whom God

imputeth righteousness without " his possessing

works which could claim justification, " saying.

Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven, and

whose sins are covered. Blessed is the man to

whom the Lord will not impute sin." From this

passage, it is evident that the counting faith as

righteousness, or the imputation ofrighteousness.
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or justification by faith, is effected by the means of

pardon. A believer's whole conduct consists of

his faith and his works, his fallings short of perfect

righteousness, and his sins or iniquities. If his

sins or iniquities are forgiven and put out of the

account, what remains is absolute righteousness

in its degree. Not imputing sin is the same

thing as imputing righteousness, but only in

the case of one who has strong working faith,

for if the faith were weak and inoperative, even

though the sins might be forgiven, there would

be no righteousness left to be imputed. The na-

ture of the process shows that weak faith cannot

be imputed for righteousness. The words of the

Apostle make it unmistakable that the method

of justification is carried out by the removal of

one of the existing quantities, and not by the im-

portation of a foreign element. The mere removal

of sin leaves an actual righteousness behind it,

and this actual righteousness, which could not be

placed to the believer's account as long as the sin

remained, so soon as the sin is forgiven, is im-

puted to him,—^he gets credit for it, which is the
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same as saying that his faith is counted to him

for righteousness, or that he is justified by faith.

His strong faith, regarded, through the divine

mercy, without any admixture of evil (the evil

being atoned for), is counted to him, not as perfect

righteousness in the sense of attaining to the high-

est standard of requirement, for this would be a

fictitious bringiag of all believers to one common

level, but as absolute, unmixed righteousness, so

that he gets credit for just so much fruits as the

truth of God could produce in his nature. Justi-

fied believers are equal in innocence, unequal in

positive righteousness. The full and active cha-

racter of the faith that thus obtains pardon is

counted for righteousness and justifies, is not only

inferable from the Apostle^s argument, but is

expressly and emphatically stated in the descrip-

tion of the faith of Abraham, " who against hope

believed in hope. . . . And being not weak iu faith,

... he staggered not at the promise of God

through unbelief j but was strong in faith, giving

glory to God; and being fully persuaded that

what he had promised he was able also to per-
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form. And therefore it was imputed to him for

righteousness."

Having thus proved that Abraham was justified

by faith, and that, consequently, his descendants

have no iaherited right of boasting over the

Gentile world, the Apostle, before he passes from

the subject, clears away one remaining ground of

possible dispute on which the jealous and litigious

spirit of his countrymen might make a last stand.

The very doctrine which he has been labouring to

leave on record as the perpetual demonstration of

the Divine impartiality must itself be guarded

agaiust being made an instrument of Jewish in-

tolerance. Abraham had been brought into

covenant with God, and in his case also had jus-

tification by faith been first formally declared.

Might not the justification, then, be a portion of

the covenant, and, if so, was it not limited to

Abraham's descendants ? This, the Apostle ar-

gues, will depend on the period at which Abraham

is said to have been justified, accordiug as it was

before or after the making of the covenant. If his

faith was imputed to him for righteousness only
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after lie was taken into covenant^ and so placed

under a law, justification by faitli would be sub-

ordinated to the laWj and would be a Jewish

privilege. But in that case it would in reality-

cease to be a privilege, for, law being the govern-

ing principle, faith would be made void, and the

promise be made of none effect, because the law,

as proved in the history of the Jews, worketh

wrath. If, on the other hand, Abraham was justi-

fied by faith before he was circumcised and

brought under a law, faith would retain its original

vigour and freedom, and would briag the blessed-

ness of pardon upon all mankind. " How was it

then reckoned? when he was ia circumcision, or in

uncircumcision ? Not in circumcision, but in un-

circumcision."* A promise was made to Abraham

* The triumph of Abraham's faith is ascribed in different parts

of the New Testament to different acts and times in the history

of the patriarcli. In John viii. 56 we have the principle of his

whole career, and the key to aU else that is said about him.

(Comp. Heb. xi. 13.) In Heb. xi. 8 the first recorded event of

his life of faith is referred to (Gen. xi. 31., xii. 1). Eom. iv. 8

connects his justification with his belief in the promise contained

in &en. xv. 5, while Kom. iv. 22 ascribes it to the event spoken of

in Gen. xvii. 5-17. Again, James (ii. 21) refers Abraham's justifi-

cation to the offering up of Isaac (Gen. xxii. 3-16). The infer-
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and to his seed that the whole world should in-

herit their blessiag. This promise could not be

fulfilled through the law, because the law would

not only limit it to those under the law, but would

vitiate it even in this case, because a man cannot

be justified by the law. " Therefore it is of faith,

that it might be by grace ; to the end the promise

might be sure to all the seed ; not to that only

which is of the law, but to that also which is

of the faith of Abraham ; who is the father of us

all."

ence is, that faith was the continued habit of Abraham's mind,

and that justification was the correspondingly continued condition

or state attached to it. At any particular period of his lifetime

it might be said that he was justified by the faith which he had

at that particular period. His faith was an ever-increasing faith

under trials (see Gen. xii. 1-7, xiii. 8-18, xiv. 22, xv. 1-18, xvii.,

xviii., xxii. 2-16), and was always evidenced by its works, so that

he never could be said to be justified without works. It is not

said that his first faith was imputed to him for righteousness.

St. Paul, whose object, in reference to the time of Abraham's

justification, was to prevent the Jews from claiming justification

by faith as a part of the covenant, fixes on a period before his

circumcision. St. James, who aims at enforcing the completion

of faith, fixes on the point when Abraham's faith was made per-

fect by its last trial. Perseverance is a part of the fulness of

faith, and is evidently not essential and inseparable from it, but

a quality to be cherished and developed.
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HOW CHEIST FULFILLED THE LAW.

Religion, like civilization, flourishes in the in-

terval that lies between positive law and the

unseen goal towards which the instinct of pro-

gress is continually striving. When legislation

overtakes aspiration it kills it, and leaves for

itself no longer an object of pursuit : the result

on the individual is bondage ; on the nation, im-

mobility. When law is thus divorced from the

living principle of right, its corruption has al-

ready begun. But, quite apart from the sub-

stitution of unjust or trifling laws for just and

weighty ones, the erection of law itself as the

sole principle and motive of conduct tends with

fatal and inevitable certainty to the frustration

of all vital obedience and all genuine virtue.
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Tlte inherent fault in law is that, though holy,

just, and good, it cannot fulfil itself, and that

it possesses no reparatory quality of making

good its deficiencies. Its works are dead and

inelastic, and can ofler no satisfaction for the

smallness of their performance by the largeness

of their intention or the superiority of their

motive. It was at all times a subject of anxiety

with Jesus and His Apostles that this infirmity

in the law, this inability to reach its end, should

not be confounded with radical crookedness in

its guidance, and that His and their efforts to

supply a more vigorous priuciple of action should

not be mistaken for a design of superseding the

law altogether. The object was still to enable

the law to accomplish what it had hitherto failed

in accomplishing, by keeping its living spirit visi-

bly in advance of it. " Think not that I am come

to destroy the law, or the prophets : I am not

come to destroy, but to fulfil. For verily I say

unto you, TiU heaven and earth pass, one jot

or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law,

tm all be fulfilled" (Matt. v. 17, 18). "For
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what the law could not do^ in that it was weak

through the fleshy God sending his own Son

in the likeness of sinful fleshy and for sin, con-

demned sin in the flesh : that the righteousness

of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not

after the law, but after the Spirit" (Kom. viii.

3, 4). "Do we then make void the law through

faith ? Grod forbid : yea, we establish the law "

(Rom. iii. 31). The two sets of declarations,

those of Jesus and those of His Apostle, ap-

proach the subject on different sides, but aim

at the same result. In the Jewish community

a regard for the letter of the law had usurped

the place of a love for deep, vital truth. They

thus neglected a principle, and allowed a faculty,

the^faculty which must be exercised in order

to grasp the principle, to remain in disuse. The

principle which they neglected was that eternal,

unchangeable justice, by its conformity with

which all law must be tried, and which becomes

a renovating power when it is livingly incorpo-

rated with the soul or resuscitated in it. The

faculty which they allowed to remain in disuse
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was faithj tlie organ or condition of the miad

when it realizes the ideal. It is by observing this

connection between the living spirit of lav? and

faith, and the identity of effects that follow

the awakening either of them into action, that

we shall be able to perceive that the teaching

of the Sermon on the Mount is essentially the

same as that of the Epistles of St. Paul. The

spirit or principle of law contrasted with obedience

to its letter in the argument of Jesus, corresponds

with faith contrasted with the works of this same

obedience in St. Paula's argument. The Jews

regarded only the letter of the law, and, in con-

sequence, their obedience, so far as it went, was

formal and perfunctory, a jnere shell of worthless

works. The letter of the law and the works of

the letter of the law were all they sought to

attain. The remedy for this state of degeneracy

may be either faith or the principle that underlies

law, according as the faculty that apprehends or

the thing apprehended is brought forward more

prominently. Substituting the spirit or principle

of law for obedience to the letter of the law comes
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to the same thing as substituting faith for works.

JesuSj in His Sermon on the Mounts appeals from

the letter of the law to its eternal universal spirit,

which requires faith to discern it. "Ye have

heard that it was said by them of old time. Thou

shalt not kill ; . . . but I say unto you. That

whosoever is angry with his brother without a

caus6 shall be in danger of the judgment."

" Ye have heard that it was said by them of old

time. Thou shalt not commit adultery : but I say

unto you, That whosoever looketh on a woman to

lust after her hath committed adultery with her

already in his heart." " Ye have heard that it

hath been said. Thou shalt love thy neighbour,

and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you. Love

your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good

to them that hate you ; . . . that ye may be the

children of your Father which is in heaven. . . .

Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which

is in heaven is perfect." That is, act on principle,

and not by rule, and do right because it is right.

St. Paul, in his Epistles, appeals from the works

of the letter of the law to faith, whose proper
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object is the spirit of the law. "Therefore by

the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justi-

fied in his sight : for by the law is the knowledge

of sin. But now the righteousness of God with-

out the law is manifested, being witnessed by

the law and the prophets ; even the righteousness

of God which is by faith of Jesus Christ unto

all and upon all them that believe " (Eom. iii.

20-22). "Knowing that a man is not justified

by the works of the law, but by the faith of Jesus

Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ,

that we might be justified by the faith of Christ

and not by the works of the law : for by the

works of the law shall no flesh be justified " (Gal.

ii. 16). Jesus substitutes the spirit of the law,

which is received and held by faith, for the letter

of the law. St. Paul substitutes faith, which is

the faculty that apprehends the spirit of the law,

for the works of the letter of the law. Either the

principle of law, which is love, mercy, and right-

eousness, or faith, which is the condition of the

mind when it is turned from earthly things to the

eternal principles of love, mercy, and righteous-
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ness, will accomplish that which the law could

not accomplish. Therefore Jesus says that He

did not come to destroy the law, but to fulfil it

;

and St. Paul says that he does not make void the

law through faith, but establishes it ; the produc-

tion of a more ample obedience, of a more perfect

and practical righteousness, being equally, in

either case, the result aimed at.

In order to impress and explain His assurance

that He came not to destroy the law, but to fulfil

it, Jesus declares that not the very slightest por-

tion, even of the literal law, should pass away

without its proper accomplishment. Now, it is

evident that His design was not to fix the atten-

tion on the least important parts of the law, as if

they were the chief objects of His care, but, by

saying that not even the least should pass away,

to show His value for the more solemn and im-

portant enactments. In the mode of teaching

and interpretation which Jesus was commencing,

the written commandment would be so firmly

established, and so quickened with new life, that

not the slightest tittle should be forgotten, much

G 2
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less should the larger and weightier parts suffer.

The fresh vitality which He was about to infuse

would pervade the whole system to its minutest

extremities. The letter of the law could not

reach to or comprehend its spirit and secure its

fulfilment ; but the spirit of the law can and does

comprehend the letter, and assigns to it its right

force and value.* And this fixity and permanency

of the law, Jesus proceeds to show, will be at-

tained, not only by what might be called a vague

appeal to general principles, but, moreover, by a

strict obligation imposed on His disciples to

maintain the whole law in its most comprehen-

sive signification. "Whosoever therefore shall

break one of the least of these commandments,

and shall teach men so, he is to be called least in

the kingdom of heaven : but whosoever shall do

and teach them, the same is to be called great in

the kingdom of heaven." Here, again, the keep-

ing of the least commandments is not the chief

* The spirit of tlie letter of law may be distinguished from the

spirit of its principle. The spirit of the letter of the commaiid-

ment, " Thou shalt love thy neighbour," is, Thou shalt hate thine

enemy. The spirit of its principle is, Thou shalt love all men.
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thing that is impressed, but they are mentioned

in order that, by assigning an inviolable sanctity

even to them, the importance of the whole law

may be more forcibly brought out. That the

proper rendering is " one of the least of these

commandments," and not " one of these least

commandments," is seen by a comparison of New

Testament usage (comp. Matt. xxv. 40), and is

absolutely required to maintain the coherency of

our Lord's language. It could not be said that

whosoever broke ajeast commandment, and taught

men so, would be least in the kingdom of heaven,

because a teacher would not be considered least

in proportion to the insignificance of the com-

mandment which he neglected, but in proportion

to its importance. " These commandments,"

therefore, evidently refers, not to ''jot or tittle,"

but generally to the commandments of the law

of which Jesus was speaking at the time. The

meaning is, that whoever neglected the com-

mandments, in even the least particular, should

be considered as occupying an inferior position,

as a teacher, to him who taught and did them.
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both small and great. The fidelity of the disciples

of Christ must be estimated by their attention to

the whole law^ in practice and precept. So far

was it from His purpose to impair the obligations

of the moral law, or to reduce its value, so incon-

sistent with the object of His mission was the

loweriug of it, as if it could be disposted and its re-

quirements nullified in comparison with any other

principle whateverj that He has left it emphati-

cally recorded, in the address with which He

opened His career as teacher, that those disciples

of His who disregard it in their practice, and by

their mode of teaching lessen its importance in

the minds of their hearers, even in its slightest

sanctions, will be considered by Him, and must

be considered by all His true followers, as holding

the lowest place, and as wandering farthest frOm

true Christian doctrine, among all those who pro-

claim the kiagdom of God; while, on the other

hand, those Christian teachers who in their own

conduct make the moral law in its loftiest aspira-

tions their guide and companion, and who habi-

tually exalt and enforce it in their public minis-
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trationsj will be by Clirist, and ought to be by

those who have imbibed His spirit^ regarded as

the most faithful and honoured of His followers.

The two leading ideas contrasted are, neglecting

the law by practice and precept, and enforcing it

by practice and precept. The word " least " (as

the words "jot and tittle ") is introduced to give

energy and emphasis to the expression, and must

not be allowed to affect the main line of thought.

Our Lord^s statement is that those who violate

and encourage others to violate the moral law

are lowest and least worthy among Christian

teachers, and that those who observe and inculcate

the moral law are truest and best among Christian

teachers. The inculcation of practical righteous-

ness is to be the abiding test of Christian doc-

trine. Thus, instead of destroying the law, Jesus

left it in the same high position which it had

ever occupied, but fiUed it with a more vigorous

and penetrative life than it had ever before pos-

sessed. He extolled it still farther by more ri-

gorously binding its observance on His disciples,

who were to be the rivals and successors of the
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Scribes and Pharisees. " You must both do and

teach/^ He says: "Fori say unto you^ That except

your righteousness exceed the righteousness of

the Scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case

enter into the kiugdom of heaven." The Scribes

and Pharisees taught the law, not only in its

more trifling forms, but also in its weightier

matters ; but in their practice they confined

themselves to the former, and wholly disregarded

the latter (Matt, xxiii. 3, 4). The righteousness

in which the Christian teacher is to excel his

Jewish predecessor is the practical righteousness

of doing what he teaches, as well as teaching it.

If he come not up to this standard, he is no

genuine subject of the heavenly King for time or

eternity. The relation which the spirit or prin-

ciple of law—the inner vital righteousness which

Christ reveals afresh and renews in the heart

—

bears to righteousness as embodied in codes and

systems or in Gospel precepts, and the ground

which the two occupy in the Christian scheme,

may now be easily discerned. Jesus, instead of

the law of ordinances or commandments, instils
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the principle of love, which works no iU to his

neighbour, and which, therefore, is the fulfilling of

the law ; but He leaves the law of commandments

still in force, both because the works of the law,

when done in the spirit of the law, are no longer

dead and unacceptable to God, and also in order

that the fulfilment of the law of commandments

may be a measure of the degree in which the law

of love is written in the heart. Love is the prin-

ciple by which faith works, and actions are the

test of both.
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FORGIVING, THE TEST OF BEING

FOEGIVEN.

It is - generally assumed that vengeance, or puni-

tive justice, is the abiding principle that lies

beneath the temporary expedient of mercy, that

it is generous, even partially a duty, and that it

serves to magnify a man to his own conscience,

if he restrains his anger and withholds his right

of punishment in the case of one who has offended

against him, and thus gives him an opportunity

of amendment and escape ; but that to act ia this

way requires an effort and a strain beyond what

strict justice insists on, and the exercise of an

extraordinary virtue which cannot be expected to

operate continually, and that, when the attempt

has failed, nature falls readily into her established

order, and vengeance claims her just due. But,
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SO far from this being the true state of the case,

it is mercy that is the basis and order of nature

and Christianity, and punishment is the instru-

ment of mercy, and becomes at last the self-

chosen lot only of those in whom it has not

succeeded in working out its legitimate end,

repentance. If any right-minded person were to

analyse his feelings in reference to a trespass

committed against him personally, he would find

them to consist in sorrow that a wrong thing had

been done, producing and transforming itself into

a strong desire that it should be repented of and

cease to be. The sorrow, or impatience, at wrong

takes in practice the form of an effort to undo the

wrong, not by destroying the offender, which is

vengeance, but by destroying wrong in him,

which is pardon. These are primary elements in

the nature that God has given to us. We are

grieved at the sight of evil, oppression, or wrong-

doing- of any kind. We are discomposed by it;

it is at variance with us. It is a blot, a jar, a

crookedness which our moral instinct tells us has

no business to be, and against which, when it
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comes under our notice^ somewliat within us, not-

withstanding all custom and all impunity to the

contrary, arises in spontaneous protest. This

grief takes various forms and degrees. In some

feeble natures, that have not sufficient confidence

in the absolute omnipotence of right, it sinks to

despondency or despair. In others it erects

itself to a noble indignation. But only when the

injured person thinks too much about himself,

and allows his personal feelings to interfere, does

it assume the character of revenge. We are all,

all in whom selfishness or fashion has not stifled

the voice of nature, pained at beholding injustice.

We feel that it is our duty to strive against it,

and to aid in suppressing it and banishing it from

the earth. This is the duty of all men, but in a

greater degree it is the duty of him to whom the

injury has been done. The evil is brought to his

door. He cannot choose but be aware of it.

His rational self-love is fairly interested. He

must think of the offender more frequently than

he otherwise would have done. He may be said

to forget his ninety and nine friends who never
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wronged him, and to seek after his enemy^ that

he may bring him to repentance. Jesus gives

shape and direction to this unresting instinct.

" If thy brother shall trespass against thee, go

and tell him his fault between thee and him

alone : if he will hear thee, thou hast gained

thy brother. But if he will not hear thee, then

take with thee one or two more, that in the

mouth of two or three witnesses every word may

be established; and if he shall neglect to hear

them, tell it unto the church : but if he neglect

to hear the church, let him be unto thee as

a heathen man and a publican." This length-

ened course is the legitimate action of sorrow at

sin. Punishment never enters into its plan. He

against whom his brother has offended is pained

and grieved at the trespass, not on the ground

that it has been done to him, but that it has been

done at all, and he wishes that the trespasser

should be pained and grieved at it. He desires

to communicate his own impressions to the tres-

passer, and thus to bring him to repentance, and

if he succeeds in this he is satisfied; he has
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gained his brother. He then formally forgives

him ; but he had been really forgiving him from

the beginning, because forgiveness is not a verbal

sentence, but an actual process, whereby the

sinned-against is endeavouring to bring the sin-

ner to repentance, and so to make the forgiveness

as received by him a valid and effectual thing, as

it is in him who bestows it. It is quite clear to

us that this process should never cease upon

earth, when we remember that forgiveness seeks

not to forget, but to blot out transgression, and

that transgression is blotted out in the truest and

fullest sense by the repentance of the trans-

gressor. Sincere sorrow for sin, on the part of

the sinner, is the essential cessation of it. Evil

is so foreign and so unnatural a thing in the heart

of man, as originally framed, and there is so little

of individual responsibility for its introduction or

location, because of the power of circumstances

over human -affairs, that full and perfect repen-

tance would be, so far as the offender is indi-

vidually concerned, that is with regard to the

stain and pollution of sin, adequate reparation
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before God. But, for the same reasons, in the de-

gree in which men repented and liberated them-

selves individually from the penalties of sin, they

would become responsible, as members of the

race, by the obligations of positive righteousness,

for the undertaking to produce repentance in

others, and the closest practical bond by which

the whole family of man could be united would

be the noble purpose. Increasing with the degree

of realized emancipation, to emancipate from the

thraldom of evil those who yet struggled or

slumbered in its toils. Adequate repentance is,

however, impossible. Our fallen nature is in-

capable of it ; our spiritual vision is not clear, and

keen, and single enough to see the wrongness of

sin ; our taste is not fine enough to apprehend its

depravity ; our sense of justice is too biassed and

partial to bring home to ourselves the guilt of

our personal implication. Therefore the inability

to repent would of itself have ever remained a

separation between God and us if God Himself in

human form had not repented for us. Wlien God

was made man. He became responsible, by the fact
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of His manhoodj for the sins of the human race.

Every true man feels himself chargeable for the

dishonour or misfortune of his nation or family

in the very proportion that he is free from blame

himself. Though Christ repented in a more

definite sense as man, and pardoned as God, yet

in the perfect unity of His person repentance

and pardon were the same thing, pardon being

the instrumental form that repentance, or sorrow

for the sins of others, assumed in working out

their regeneration. The repentance of Christ for

human sin that followed from His identification

with the human family entered into the reconcih-

ation which He wrought. His whole life, and,

with a concentrated bitterness. His death, was a

mourniug over iniquity. Thus He was a man of

sorrows. We aU sufier pain at the sight of evil

in proportion to our hoHness. It is true of every

follower of Jesus that, just in proportion as he

has entered into the spirit of his Master, he

enters also into the fellowship of His sufferings,

and bears iu his measure the burden of the

world's transgressions in spiritual travail. The
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man of mixed character and varied experience,

who is hardened in the ways of the world, and

knows only a con-ventional honesty and a conven-

tional virtue, has no feeling towards the offender

but one of angry, unpardoning severity. Sorrow

forms no part of it. That is left for the compara-

tively pure and sinless, who, unsullied by the

grosaness of earth, and knowing virtue as an

eternal verity shone upon by the approval of God,

seek by gentleness and tender companionship

to raise and restore the fallen. The purest are

the true mourners.

And this affords a measure of the sufferings of

Christ. Sin found no kindred element to break

the harshness of its impact on His soul. Every

nerve and fibre was bare to the ungenial blast

of the wintry storms that beat upon Him. His

absolute sinlessness made Him the victim. Evil

preserves the equilibrium of the moral universe

;

the evil without is resisted and balanced by the

evil within. But there was no resistance of this

kind in the case of Jesus. The superincumbent

mass of an atmosphere laden with crime and mad-

H
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ness crushed upon His unsheltered spirit. Hence,

when, in reply to His call to repentance, the fierce,

fanatic, godless city rose against Him with fury,

hatred, and reviling. His mysterious agonies. His

sad amazement, His premature death. What Jesus

experienced in the fullest sense, we all in our de-

gree experience. The sight of wickedness causes

us pain (only greater in degree, not different in

kind, when it is against ourselves) . We desire to

bring the offender to repentance ; that is, we wish

him to be an offender no longer. We repent,

sorrow, and suffer for his sin in such a way as

may lead him to repent and sorrow for it. That

is forgiveness. To refuse to forgive is to wish

the sin to remain. The unforgiving man desires

that the sinner may continue a sinner because,

his own heart being untouched by the mercy of

God, he wishes rather to punish than to show

mercy ; so he is not willing to regard the sinner

in any other possible light than as a sinner. God

is most forgiving because He most desires the

removal of sin ; His hatred of sin is the measure

of His mercifulness. Forgiveness, then, is the
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removal of sin and the restoration of tlie sinner

in the intention of him who forgives. And the

instant we become aware of this we see that for-

giveness is the most righteous and the moat ele-

mental thing in existence. Sin is the disease;

forgiveness is the soundness and healthiness of

eternal righteousness working it off. Forgive-

ness, therefore, is the rule, the law of the universe,

the nature of God. It depends on nothing that

has been done in time as its originating or

efficient cause. It arises from no change in

man's circumstances, or in the divine purpose.

It is essentially, eternally, and immutably right.

That God offers forgiveness to us is an additional

inducement to us to forgive others, because it ex-

emplifies the principle in a way that touches us

most nearly ; but if we had never heard of God's

disposition towards us, if the Bible had never

been written, or had never reached us, if the cross

had been erected in another orb, nay (if we may

imagine an altogether impossible case), if God had

not forgiven us, still it would be our duty to for-

give others, because it would be right in itself.

H 2
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This is incidentally brought out in the parable of

the unforgiving servant. The Lord of the servant

was moved with compassion towards him, and

loosed him, and forgave him his debt. There was

no other motive or inducement to this than the

rectitude of the act. When the forgiven servant

cast his fellow-servant into prison, the other fellow-

servants by the light of their natural consciences

were grieved at the injustice and severity of the

measure, and complained of it to their Lord.

And the Lord said to the servant whom he had

forgiven, " thou wicked servant, shouldest not

thou also have had compassion on thy fellow-

servant, even as I had pity on thee ? " He did

not say, " You should forgive because I forgave

you," because being forgiven is no reason

why we should forgive, unless we know the act

to be right. Otherwise, if we had been refused

forgiveness by one whom we had offended, we

might plead it in justification of withholding for-

giveness from those who might offend us . Besides,

if we were to forgive in intentional return for

being forgiven, it would be purchasing forgiveness
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by forgiveness, and wHen we had paid or fancied

we had paid the purchase-money^ we might then

think ourselves at liberty to take vengeance.

This, in fact, was the spirit that animated Peter's

words : If I forgive seven times, will not the debt

be cancelled ? Shall I not then be exempt from

further obligation to forgive? "Shouldest not

thou also have had compassion on thy fellow-

servant, even as I had pity on thee ?" is a similar

phrase to that in the prayer which Jesus taught

His disciples,—"forgive us our debts, as we for-

give our debtors.'^ We do not ask God to forgive

us because we have forgiven, but, by God's own

sanction and express direction, we remind Him

of that everlasting instinct of righteousness which

He has helped us to observe, and we pray to

be treated according to it. This is the sense in

which we are exhorted to be holy as God is holy,

and perfect as He is perfect, which means, not

that we are to be holy and perfect because God is

so, but that we are to be holy and perfect after the

same eternal standard of right, namely. His own

nature, by which the Lord of the universe rules
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His own conduct. " Be ye kind to one another/'

the Apostle writes to the Ephesians, ''tender-

heartedj forgiving one another, even as God for

Christ's sake hath forgiven you." When we

rightly imitate any example whatever, even that

of God Himself, we do not mechanically mimic

the actions, but we magnify the principles or vir-

tues that produce the actions, by teaching them to

produce similar actions in ourselves.

Forgiveness, then, in the mind of God, being

pain and sorrow at sin, with the desire to efface

it and blot it out, it is evident that the repentance

conditionally on which forgiveness is bestowed

must contain in it the same element. He who

repents will desire to make others repent who

have offended against him ; that is, he will endea-

vour to alter and amend their sinful disposition
;

and, siuce he is grieved at trespasses committed

against him, not because of the personal injury,

but because they are violations of the eternal law

of right, in proportion to the largeness of his re-

pentance and the renovation of his heart he will

be' pained and indignant at every kind and act of
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wrong that deforms tlie earth, and lie will feel

bound by an uncontrollable energy to suffer for it

in mental sorrow as matter of recorded Mstoryj

and to resist it when it meets him in actual ex-

perience, although it may have no direct bearing

on his own happiness. God^s forgiveness, or His

desire to blot out sia, and His method of doing

it, transferring itself into the heart of the forgiven

man in its full purpose and significance, renders

him Godlike in his hatred of evU, and in his desire

to deliver men from it. Short of this, forgiveness

is only a name. There is no such thing as effec-

tually conferring the grace of pardon, save in

such a way as that he who is pardoned becomes a

pardoner in the active, pregnant sense in which

God pardons. It is because pardon in this full

sense means repentance at sin, and aims at the

total effacing of sin, that the bestowal of it is the

comprehensive token of God''s character, and of

man's redemption. If we become one with Christ,

it must not only be as the Son of God whereby

we receive, but also as the Brother of men where-

by we may give, and it is more blessed to give
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than to receive. The bounty Christ bestows must

be in us a fountain of bounty to others. Thus

the readiness to forgive is the proof that we are

forgiven.

The principle of the Atonement, the truth that

lies deeper than the act, the Almighty reason of

God which originated it, in the image of which

our reason was made, must be renewed in men

in the spirit of this its transcendent consummate

work, must enter into their heart with the force

and the light of this its inevitable practical

development, before they can say that they have

received the Atonement; and if they have received

it they will be ready to die for others as Christ

died for them, and to pardon others as Christ

pardoned them. He who accepts the cross will

bear it. That cross is not artificial, gratuitous

suffering ; it is not idle, sentimental sorrow ; it is

,the acceptance of self-sacrifice as the principle

by which wrong and injustice are overcome.

Whoever will come after Me, said Christ, let him

take up his cross and imitate Me. The cross of

Christ is pardon to him who endures his own
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cross in pardoning others. To take up one's

Own cross is to see-human history as Christ saw it,

not to be blind and deaf amidst sights and sounds

of misery, nor yet to exhaust one's strength in

hushing the murmurs of the suffering and healing

the wounds of the bruised, for this is so far from

bearing the perfect likeness of the cross of Christ

that it may be done with the world's warmest

applause ; it is to trace misery to its fountain of

injustice, and to make war upon that, and to

strive to bring it to repentance, with the world's

malediction for the almost certain reward. It is

to see the wrongs of life, and to endeavour, at

whatever cost to our comfort and ease, by en-

treaties, by reasonings, or by the prophetic warn-

ings of violated righteousness, to redress them.

But our corrupt worldly nature disposes us to

take all the good that God gives and to dispense

none of it, to use Christ as a foreign and me-

chanical agent of our prosperity in this life and

the next, to act as if He lived and taught and

died in a formal legal way, which was to give us

a title to the recompense of virtues which were
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possessed and exercised by Him, but are in Jio

degree necessarily to be acquired and exercised

by us. This perverse inclination, whicb is most

assuredly the meanest and basest stamp of the

Fallj if it be not the very depth and distance of the

Fall itself (for what was the substance and result

of the corrupted nature as interpreted by God

but a selfish ardour after the first transgression

to put forth the hand and to seize and eat the

fruit of the tree of life, and so to live for ever un-

repenting andunrestored?), this selfishness, Christ

exposes with the darker colouring which it takes

under the Gospel dispensation, in the conduct of

the unforgiving servant in the parable. He was

offered forgiveness, its immunities were set in

his power, but he would immediately have used

his strength and freedom in. merciless oppression

of one who stood to him in the same relation that

he stood to the Lord who had shown mercy to

him. His own great peril and distress might have

wrought compassion in him for his fellow-servant,

even though his Lord had exacted his rights

against him to the uttermost. But, in addition to
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the obligations of sympatlietic pain, there were

laid upon him the obligations of sympathetic

gladness. As the natural emotion of compas-

sion which his own misery rendered him answer-

able for was not given to him for his own use

and indulgence, but to be exerted for the common

good, so the joy of deliverance and the exultation

of freedom were not meant for himself alone.

The man who has been rescued from a great woe

is urged to consideration for those whose happi-

ness is in any way dependent on him by the

most powerful motives, the remembrance of

past anguish contrasted with the delight of

present security. But if he had brooded over

his adversity as a mere personal grievance, and

if he had failed to see in it only the result of

that original germ of injustice which we are all

bound to root out, not more because it floods the

earth with wretchedness than because it is re-

bellion against essential right, it is probable that

he will take his redemption when it comes as

selfishly as he had taken his grief, and aggran-

dize himself at the expense of those who are in
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any way subject to him. We know that some-

thing of this kind may occur under the dispensa-

tion of the kingdom of God, because Jesus

describes it^ and teaches us that pardon or

deliverance is not a formal and final sentence,

that it is not an absolute and arbitrary fiat of

omnipotence fixing the pardoned as God's people

for ever, irrespective of their moral condition,

but that it is a mode of treatment, an application

of a remedy, a patient, tender, long-suffering

method employed by God towards man, and

showing itself to be complete and successful

when it produces in the delivered the spirit of

the act of the great Deliverer. God's design is

not to render us as happy as our present attain-

ments and stage of character will allow, but to

exalt our nature towards a higher range, and so

to render us progressively capable of a more

supreme happiness. He aims at altering our

nature rather than our place or circumstances.

The very conditions of this method and its suc-

cessful prosecution, rendering us more sensitive

to evil as it raises us nearer to the image of
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Christ, will necessarily mark its progress in us

by bringing out a keener indignation against

active evil, and a truer sympathy witli the evils

of suffering. We shall often resolve the former

into the latter if we judge as Christ judged, and

look upon many of the sins that men commit as

only forms of the injuries which they endure.

The power to do this, to distinguish the bhndness

of the led from the blindness of the leaders, the

sin of the fainting sheep from the sia of the faith-

less shepherd, a distinction on which the modifi-

cations and limitations of forgiveness rest, will be

a proof that the forgiveness of Christ is shaping

us into His likeness. He, therefore, who desires

to know whether he is forgiven and at peace with

God should seek for his assurance in the impress

of God^s mode of salvation fixed on his heart and

conscience.

The life and death of Christ are God's pardon.

It is not an offer or a call, but a moral method.

He who has received the life and death of Christ

—not any isolated consequence of them, or legal

right or privilege procured by them, but the
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will, purpose, and spirit of that life and that

death, so that he re-enacts them towards his of-

fending brother—has an infallible evidence that

the appliances of pardon have not been adminis-

tered to his soul in vain. We do not discharge

our whole duty as Christians when we spread the

tidings that Jesus has died for the sins of man-

kind. We do not exhaust the varied contrivances

of forgiveness in reference to our fellow-servant

by cheaply telling him that Christ has forgiven

him. The proper counterpart to what God has

done for us is not to tell others what He has done

for us, but to do to others what He has done for

us, as far as lies in our power. The forgiven

servant may have been boasting of his Lord's

goodness to him at the very moment when he

was hardening his heart against the piteous cry

of his supphant debtor.- The greatest mercy that

God achieves for us—His truest, His only pardon

—is the revival in us of His own nature by the

Spirit of Christ, so that we to whom the word of

God has cotoe may be gods. If the word of God

has come to us in power, we are gods towards all
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human transgression. We are anxious to pardon

it, and in order to pardon it we take up tiie cross

against it, by whatever disguise it is hidden, by

whatever authority it is sanctioned. Christ suf-

fered for humanity as well as for men ; He takes

away the sin of the world as well as the sins of

individuals. In its last result the work of Christ

was meant to produce its effect on the souls of

men singly, but unquestionably, as a means to

this, and as ends in themselves, the elevation of

the race, the detection of evil in laws and customs,

and the gradual approximation of institutions in

general to the theory of right, entered into the

divine plan, and afford perhaps the most satisfac-

tory testimonies of final victory, if they may not be

considered the standing miracles of Christianity.

But the heavenly statesmanship by which Christ

would bring pardon to aU men was in a stiU

more express and unmistakable way directed to

the rectification of the weights of the social

balance. He reversed the established order and

estimate by setting God among the obscure and

despised mass of toiling poverty. Thus He
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strove, and still strives, to make regenerated

society the instrument of individual regeneration.

The resistance of the Jewish people to any dis-

turbance of the existing social and political con-

dition was the immediate human cause of the

death of Christ. It is impossible but that men

who look beyond their personal salvation—that

is, who desire to forgive in that large sense in

which Christ forgave— should bestow some

thought on law and government, and the influence

of class on class, as a solemn Christian duty. Only

let them remember this, that it was not the state

of things, but the estimate of things, that Christ

reversed. He would not have taken the posses-

sions of the wealthy and bestowed them on the

poor; but He exposed the paltriness of wealth,

and declared that the spirit and character of the

poor man are blessed. He would not have sub-

verted the existing government, but he taught

that kings and rulers hold their power on suf-

ferance, and that the severest measure of ven-

geance awaits those who, having undertaken the

management of the vineyard, refuse to render the
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fruits. The revolution that sooner or later over-

takes tyranny and wrong is not the work of

Christ's people ; it is the natural pit of ruin from

which He and they seek to preserve the guilty to

the last moment. The abomination of desolation

was no less hateful to Christ because of the in-

evitable law that wherever the carcase is the

eagles will be gathered. But, either in our indi-

vidual or our social capacity, forgiveness is not a

mere formal sentence pronounced, nor an indolent

escape from thought and trouble. There must be

self-denial and self-surrender in it. Christ sur-

rendered heaven to accomplish it. The king in

the parable gave up ten thousand talents. Re-

venge is said to be sweet : the display of authority

and the exercise of power are gratifying to human

nature. To take a part in asserting the sanctity

of public morals and vindicating outraged law is

an object of prized ambition to most men. We

are all too prone to speak unkindly, and to deal

harshly with those who are called offenders against

society. We have taken to ourselves the gifts of

Heaven, a higher culture of mind, a self-restraint

I
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that is tte necessary passport of the class to

which we belong, a more refined range of enjoy-

mentSj the power of satisfying our reasonable

desires without anxiousness or toil. These things

we have received. They are to us the offer of

pardon, the iustrument of pardon to others. Yet

we take our poorer fellow-servant, who owes us a

hundred pence, by the throat, and cry, " Pay me

that thou owest." We use our pardon as a

means of oppression. We pay to God the tithing

of mint and cummin ; we demand from the poor

judgment, mercy, and truth. There is pride in-

punishing ; there is a haughty arrogance that is

dear to man in crushing those who are against

us, particularly if their sins are of a social kind,

out of whose range and contagion we are placed

by our lot in life. The eagerly-coveted happiness

of earth (the true happiness is never consciously

sought) is class happiness, the happiness of pri-

vilege, of contrast, of seeing multitudes beneath

us poorer, weaker, more obnoxious to punish-

ment and more liable to insult than ourselves.

Cruelty is the ready growth of this soil, the
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luxury of this enjoyment. All remedial mea-

sures tliat do violence to these dispositions are in

the spirit of Christian forgiveness. When we for-

get or overlook the coarseness and turbulence of

the poor, when we allow for their peculiar tempta-

tions, when we strive to remove or diminish those

temptations, when we look on their crimes and

sins with sorrow rather than anger, when we use

kindness and preventives rather than terrorism,

when we punish as a mode of bringing to repent-

ance, as an instrument of pardon, not in order to

disable and degrade,—we forgive as God forgives.
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THE WEDDING GARMENT.

The parable of tlie marriage feast (Matt, xxii.)

describes the condition of the whole Church,

Jewish and Christian, the first part giving an

account of the circumstances under which the

Jews, who had been set apart and predestined to

pass from their own into the Christian Church,

showed themselves unwilling and unworthy to do

so when the time came ; the latter part relating

the circumstances under which a member of the

Christian Church, who had been iatended to pass

from thence into heaven, was found to be unfit at

the last. The reason why the Jews refused to

come to the marriage was that they were not

worthy. The guest without the wedding gar-

ment, who was expelled because of this want,
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means also an unworthy person^ one lacking some

quality which would fit him for^ or entitle him tOj

beiug present at the feast. Now^ it is most

natural to suppose that the cause of the voluntary

rejection or neglect of the invitation to the feast

was also that of the compulsory extrusion from it,

and that the unworthiness of the Christian was

the same as the unworthiness of the Jew. But

the unworthiness in the case of the Jews was

that some of them made light of the invitation,

and preferred their farms and merchandise to it,

while others proceeded to acts of open violence,

and slew the servants of the kiag. Worldliness

and wickedness, at the very time that they deemed

themselves the chosen people of God, were the

specific offences that rendered the Jews unworthy

of enteriag into Christ's kingdom. The exact

parallel for this would be a professing Christian

driven out of that kingdom because, while relying

on his privileges, he was worldly and wicked

in his life. We may conclude, therefore, that the

Jews and the Christian, resembliug each other

iu belonging to their respective Churches, in
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trusting in those Churches, in imaginary privi-

leges, and in misinterpreted promises of God,

resembled each other also in separation from

Christ because of inconsistency of life and fruit-

lessness in good works. , .

Again, the series of parables in this connec-

tion commences with that of the two sons (sxi. 28),

which referred to the characteristic fault of the

chief priests and elders, professing and not

doing. Then follows the parable of the husband-

men, who refuse to render the fruits of the vine-

yard, and from whom, in consequence, the vine-

yard is taken away, a description which the chief

priests and Pharisees applied to themselves.

The vineyard is the Jewish Church. Its whole

temporal history, down to the destruction of

Jerusalem, is described in the parable of the

husbandmen. Jesus then delivers the parable of

the marriage feast, which relates, first to the lat-

ter portion of the history of the Jewish Church,

that portion of it in which the Messiah was an-

nounced and the kingdom of God proclaimed, and

then proceeds with the history of the Christian
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Cliurch, down to the final Judgment. Tlie first

part of the parable of tlie marriage feast, there-

fore, refers to the same period and subject as the

latter part of the parable of the husbandmen.

The taking away the kingdom of God, or the

withdrawal of the instrumental grace which would

have made the Jewish nation the preachers of

righteousness to the world, that closes the first

parable with the cessation of the Jewish polity,

synchronizes with the destruction of the mur-

derers and the burning of their city^ which

separates the histories of the two Churches in the

second parable. The taking away the kingdom

of God and the burning of the city mark the

same event, the burning of the city being the

mode in which the kingdom of God was con-

clusively taken away. The second part of the

parable of the feast, that which commences after

the burning of the city, is the supplement or con-

tinuation, not only of the first part, but also of

the parable of the husbandmen. We may, there-

fore, compare the wedding guest not only with

those who refused to come to the banquet, but.
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moreover, witli those husbandmen who refused to

render the fruits of the vineyard. The grounds

on which the guest was cast out from the mar-

riage chamber were the same as those that occa-

sioned the destruction of the Jewish nation,

either as described by the burning up of their

city, or by taking from them the kingdom of

Grod. But what were the offences that led to the

taking away the kingdom of God from the Jews ?

Refusing to render the fruits of the vineyard in

their season, a description which was directly

applied by Jesus to the conduct of the chief

priests and Phaj-isees, and was understood by

them as referring to their case (xxi. 43-45) . But

the conduct of the chief priests and Pharisees

had been just before represented by Jesus with

equal directness of application and with greater

clearness in the parable of the two sons, as

saying and not doing, promising and not fulfill-

ing. Their offence was a mingled worldly-

mindedness and superstition, a prostitution of

their spiritual commission to their temporal gain,

and a settled belief that their safety was secured
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for them by some method unconnected with obe-

dience to the weightier matters of the law. The

offence of the wedding guest who lacked the

wedding garment must have been of the same

kind. He was in the Church, went through the

external conditions of membership, and professed

to believe, but was deficient in good works.

Another comparison will make the point still

more clear. The wedding garment is, of course,

a figure or emblem of some moral or spiritual

qualification. Now, the most unerring way of

ascertaining what this qualification really is will

be to find a passage iu Scripture where the same

truth is conveyed in literal and unfigurative terms.

The occasion referred to in the casting out of the

guest is the final Judgment. Not until then does

the separation of the good and the evil take place.

Then the angels shall gather out of Christ's king-

dom all things that offend, and the wicked shall

be severed from among the just. The principle

according to which this separation will be made

is given in emphatically clear detail in the twenty-

fifth chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel. The Son
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of man will separate mankind into two divisionSj

and set tliem one on His riglit hand and one on

His left. Being cast out of tlie wedding chamber

is the same as being set on the left-hand and

driven away from the presence of Christ. The

reason for the expulsion must be the same in

either case. But the reason for the expulsion in

the figuratiTe description is not having the wed-

ding garment
J
and the reason for the expulsion

in the literal description is not having fed the

hungry and clad the naked. The wedding gar-

ment must therefore mean deeds of mercy and

charity.

The reasonableness of the case points to the

same conclusion. The wedding garment must

mean either the power of working or the work

done. It must signify either the wisdom, the

knowledge, the strength, the opportunity, or the

use and development of them. But it does not

seem so natural or so equitable to condemn for

not having strength or opportunity as for not

having employed them when possessed; nor

would that end of the Judgment which is de-
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scribed as tte vindication of eternal justice ia the

eyes of the universe be satisfied if the sentence

turned on the possession of an invisible quality

which God alone can discern^ as He alone can

bestow it. The general teaching of Jesus lays

the blame in every case on the neglect or refusal

of the offered strength, never on the want or

absence of it. Condemnation is pronounced, not

on those who are wanting in the faculties of see-

ing and hearing, but on those who seeing see

not, and hearing hear not. In the parable of the

talents, which is another representation of the

Judgment, those who have something to show

which they gained over and above the gift be-

stowed on them, by the proper exercise of that

gift, are rewarded. The servant who was able to

produce only the origiaal talent, and could not

exhibit any proof that he had turned it to practical

account, was rejected. He had the talent, just as

the guest had a place in the Church, but neither

of them could produce any evidence that he had

used his privilege, and so fitted himself for the

permanent possession of it. That which was
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wanting in the servant was not the talent—the

faith, favour, or power which God gives—^but the

work which he might have done with it. The

wantiag garment, therefore, was not the power or

means of working, but the work itself.

Decision according to external conduct is not

peculiar to the last Judgment, but is the universal

rule of all judgment in this life. We cannot

employ, or even conceive, any other mode of

forming an opinion of character, equally certain.

From childhood to old age there is no manifestation

of the inner nature, save actions, whereby a man

can safely judge even himself. When the good

man falls we see it by his conduct, and when the

bad man repents we know it in the same way.

Every alteration, swerve, growth, or decline of

character in individuals, communities, or races is

indicated by actions, and only by actions. Jesus

gives us this rule and restricts us to it. We must

know men by their fruits. So indispensable is

the integrity of this test, so disastrous would ba-

the consequences if any confusion were thrown on

the solitary infallibility of its guidance, that Jesus
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rebuked as an unpardonable sin against boliness

the cavilling that obstructed its application to

God Mmself, when the Pharisees ascribed to

Beelzebub an act of power whose intrinsic good-

ness marked it with certainty as an emanation

from Jehovah. God is distinguishable by us

from Satan only by His actions, and the sin

against the Holy Spirit is confounding God with

Satan by ascribing good actions to the latter.

When St. Paul enlarges the sphere of love, and

describes it less as an active quality than as a

pervading characterizing essence, it is still by

outward evidences that its presence is to be dis-

tinguished, not by its secretly warming the

heart, or elevating the devotion, or strengthening

the tie that binds the soul to its God. It is by

his works that he proves the superiority of his

Own Apostleship. " Are they ministers of Christ ?

I am more ; in labours more abundant.^' And

then he pours forth that triumphant demonstra-

tion of his claim which is relieved from the vanity

of boastfulness by the substantial sober cogency

of its proof. Even the Son of God appealed to
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the sinlessness of His life as a testimony of His

mission. If tlie wedding garment, therefore, did

not mean practical personal holiness, we should be

presented with an unaccountable exception to the

ordinary' method. But, moreover, the instance

would stand in irreconcilable contrast with all

the other descriptions of the last Judgment which

occur in Scripture.

The conclusion to which the argument has

hitherto led only brings it into harmony with

what seems to be the fundamental law of Christi-

anity as opposed to corrupt Judaism. " The hour

is comiug, in the which all that are in their graves

shall hear His voice, and shall come forth ; they

that have done good, unto the resurrection of life

;

and they that have done evil, unto the resurrection

of damnation" (John v. 28, 29) . God "will render

to every man according to his deeds : . . . tribula-

tion and anguish upon every soul ofman that doeth

evil ; . . . but glory, honour, and peace to every

man that worketh good" (Rom. ii. 6-10). " For

we must all appear before the judgment seat of

Christ ; that every one may receive the things
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done in his body, according to that he hath done,

whether it be good or bad " (2 Cor. v. 1 0) .
" And

I saw the dead, small and great, stand before

God ; . . . and the dead were judged out of those

things which were written in the books, according

to their works" (Eev. xx. 12). In fact, pro-

nouncing sentence according to works is the

very necessity and essential condition of a univer-

sal and impartial judgment. And accordingly

the proclamation of a universal Judgment con-

tained within it the death-knell of all dreams of

divine favoritism and respect of persons. If the

Jewish people only were admissible to the bless-

ings of immortaUty, their claims might be tested

by their descent from Abraham. In that case

there would be no imaginable occasion for a

general Judgment. And, on the other hand, the

very notion of a general Judgment was fatal alike

to the selfish intolerance of the Jews, and to every

other religious belief which rests its hope of gain-

ing the divine favour on anything whatever save

personal righteousness, or some inner quality of

which personal righteousness is the inseparable
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mark. The trumpet-blast of the resurrection

that summons the world to Judgment was the

first note that awoke mankind from their false

hopes and false fears to the conception of a just

God who loves aU His children alike. We have

grown familiar with the thought until its solem-

nity has been wellnigh lost^ or until perhaps the

grandeur of the picture has grown less^ as an

external vision^ by being absorbed into our habi-

tual consciousness and our institutions ; but when

the period is considered at which Jesus taught it

wiU appear that no mightier revelation can be

conceived for the regeneration of the world, con-

sidered with reference to the false position in

which man then stood to his brother man, than

that which lay at the basis of His teaching. The

Jews condemned all nations save their own to the

blight of God's neglect and hatred. The Greeks,

proud of their ancestral intellect, slighted in their

wide indiscriminate scorn even the heavenly light

which the men who made their glory would have

hailed as more than the fulfilment of their fondest

hopes. The Romans had sacrificed the rights and
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self-respect of tlie universe to their brutal lust of

conquest. In everj'- state a few men towered

apart, and the multitude were as the earth on

which their masters trod, as the soil that travailed

and produced for their enjoyment. When Jesus

proclaimed that a day was coming when all men

without exception, Jew, Greek, and Roman, high

and low, rich and poor, king and subject, tyrant

or owner and slave, priest and publican, must

stand together on perfectly equal terms before

God's judgment-seat, and be made answerable for

the deeds done on earth. He strung a chord in

the human soul whose distinct vibration had

never before been heard amidst the voices of

history. We have an additional explanation of

the triumph of Christianity when we tear aside

the veil of custom and gaze on this great doctrine

in somewhat of its original splendour. Whatever

light is struggling through the clouds that

darken man's earthly destinies, whatever dawn-

ings of justice are beginning to make themselves

felt in the intercourse of communities, are re-

flected backwards from that dazzling throne on
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whicli the impartial sentence on men ajid nations

will be pronounced. Birth separates, not equalizes,

men. Death is the leveller only when we stop

short at the grave and view him as the annihila-

tor. The doctrine of a final Judgment according

to works lays the foundation cff true equality

between individuals and communities, on the

principles of eternal justice. This may be allowed

to be among the objects of its promulgation when

it is remembered how much of the ill men do is

done avowedly in the name of their nation or their

class or sect. It was especially fitted to break

down the fancied prerogative of the Jews ; and

accordingly we find it frequently brought forward

in proof that the days of God's exclusive favour

were passed away, that He is no respecter of per-

sons, but that in every nation he that feareth Him

and worketh righteousness is accepted with Him.

What must the mind of the Jewish nation have

been, when a truth so obvious to us was at length

recognized with wonder by an Apostle, on whom

a hundred lessons to the same effect had been

lavished ia vain ! The announcement of a future
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Judgment by works was the argument with

which the Baptist supported his warning to the

Pharisees and Sadducees that they must not rely

on their descent from Abraham. "Bring forth

fruits meet for repentance : and think not to say

within yourselves, We have Abraham to our

father. . . . He that cometh after me is mightier

than I, , . . whose fan is in his hand, and he will

throughly purge his floor, and gather his wheat

into the garner; but he wiU burn up the chaff

with unquenchable fire" (Matt. iii. 8-12). It is

introduced by St. Paul as the first step in that

line of proof by which he shows that faith, not

law, has opened the world to the Gospel. " The

day of wrath and revelation of the righteous

judgment of God, who will render to every man

according to his deeds : . . . for there is no respect

of persons with God" (Rom. ii. 5-11). The words

with which Jesus closes the parable of the

marriage feast, " For many are called, but few

chosen," is only another form of the expression,

" God is no respecter of persons," as it is mani-

festly suggested by the same topic. The Jews

k2
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believed that the " called " were " few " in com-

parison with the whole worldj limiting the term

in fact to their own people j and that the

" chosen " were identical with the " called "

—

" many," that is, as the descendants of Abraham.

They believed that few were called, and that all

those few were chosen. But it is not so, as we

may learn from the parable, and the doctrine it

inculcates of a judgment by works. The called

are many, aU to whom the word of God in the

course of the ages may come ; and the chosen are

no favoured community, no nation multiplied in

numbers till it becomes as the sand on the sea-

shore, but individuals, borne along by no rush of

national salvation, taken singly from the side of

their left companions and raised to acceptance

with God because they served Him, and showed

their trust ia Him with the devotion of their ac-

tions. Thus the very idea of a judgment, when

seen in the light of its original promulgation,

necessitates the rendering of the marriage gar-

ment by deeds of righteousness.
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THE SUPERSTITION OF THE

PHAEISEES.

The separation of classes that, in an unusual

degree, marked the Jewish people, lay far deeper

than the division into religious sects, and exer-

cised on the latter a much greater influence than

it received from them. The social division was

fundamental, and cleft the nation into two broadly-

distinguished parties. The rehgious division be-

longed to only one of those parties, lay upon its

surface, and was borne along and characterized

by a mightier movement than its own. Eeligion

was not a national inspiration, animating the

whole body of the state with a common principle

of life ; nor was it a personal requirement, dividing

men into holy and unholy : it was a badge of
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social distinction, a class hypocrisy, a profession

by which the ruling section maintained their

power, and a superstition by which they escaped

its duties. The Pharisees derived their influence

from the high religious character which they

sedulously affected, and from their position as

teachers. The Sadducees, who numbered in their

body the wealthiest men in the state, were indif-

ferent to the popular voice, and made no attempt

to gain it to their side. The peculiar doctriaes

professed by each were not the result of honest

research, but of the different foundations on

which their respective pretensions rested. The

Sadducees adopted a creed which was calculated

to evade rather than provoke controversy, and

left them to the undisturbed enjoyment of the

pleasures that riches can purchase. The Phari-

sees, whose claims to consideration lay more in

their authority over the people, and who were, in

fact, a kind of religious demagogues, despisiag

the very class whose suffrages they were most

anxious to secure, were careful to make that

zealous profession and to exhibit those austerities
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wliicli, whether genuine or assumed, have always

weight with the mass of mankiud. Though sepa-

rated from each other by an artificial boundary of

doctrine, both sections were in truth one class,

bound together by the strongest affinities of taste

and interest. Their difierences are magnified in

the light of our present knowledge. The belief

in the immortality of the soul, which amongst us

is the cardinal principle of Christian faith, and

divides those who believe and those who dis-

believe it by the widest conceivab)le dogmatic

chasm from each other, might have been main-

tained or denied in the latter years of Jerusalem

without any greater liability to the impeachment

of orthodoxy in the one case than ia the other.

We find accordingly that those who said there

was no resurrection, neither angel, nor spirit,

and those who confessed both, however they

might contend when the point on which they

differed was specially brought under notice, were

always willing to hold office conjointly, and to

make common cause against any danger that

threatened their common privileges. It was be-
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cause of tHs predominance of tlie political ele-

ment that tlie Pharisees and Sadducees are

spoken of in the New Testament under the same

classification as the HerodianSj who were a purely

political body ; while the Bssenes^ in whom the

religious feeling obliterated the demarcations of

castBj are never mentioned. On the same ground

we can account for the seeming paradox that our

Lord never addressed^ save in condemnation, the

earnest religionists of His day, and yet always

spoke of the common people, who made no re-

ligious profession, in terms of gentleness and

compassion. The former turned religion into

an engine for justifying and consummating their

class ascendancy. They were not hypocrites as

we now use the term. They had all the sincerity

that men feel who have identified their temporal

interests with divine revelation, and who carry

to the defence of their creed the watchful and

jealous instincts of selfishness. Having once

satisfied themselves that their own personal ad-

vancement was the design of Heaven, they could

have little scruple in altering or interpreting the
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law SO as best to further that end. They believed

themselves to be the chosen out of a chosen

nation ; and the sin in them which provoked the

divine wrath of Jesus was the high-handed and

one-sided legislation by which they sought to

give effect to their self-election. A religion

which, instead of softening and allaying, sharp-

ened and sanctioned the bitterness of social

hatred could meet with no tolerance from Him

who came to teach that God is no respecter of

persons. We might wonder how it was that a

people so exclusive as the Jews could cherish

internal jealousy, if we did not distinguish love

of one's own country from hatred of all other

countries, and if we did not know that those na-

tions which are most jealous of foreigners are also

most unjust and inhuman in their domestic cus-

toms. So much is this the fact that we might

measure the degree of happiness and respect en-

joyed by the commonalty in any state more cer-

tainly by the national bearing towards other

countries or races than by the form of govern-

ment. Only a people who hated all other peoples
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could speak, through their ruling class, of their

own populace as " accursed." Only in a region

where humanity was degraded in its population

of African descent could a portion of the domi-

nant race be designated as " mean whites." Na-

tional jealousy is merely that retrograde spirit

which seeks to build contentmentj not on solid

self-approvalj but on scorn and contempt of others,

assuming the name of a public virtue. It was by

intensifying the principle according to which the

Jewish nation regarded themselves as the sole

objects of God's favour that the Jewish rulers

were able to imagine that that favour was sub-

limited to their own body. And all that was

needed to give force and permanency to this

limitation was to bring about or to continue the

same difference in respect to privileges between

the Jewish rulers and the common people that

already existed between the Jewish nation and

the Gentiles. This the Pharisees had done and

were still bent on doing. Enamoured of the dis-

tinction which their office as enlighteners and

civilizers conferred upon them, they sought to
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exaggerate it by leaving the people in ignorance.

As their patriotism had degenerated into an

intolerant class selfishness, so their knowledge

derived its chief lustre from contrast with the

darkness they had created around them, and they

enjoyed the refinement of their order with a

greater piquancy because it stood out in relief

from the rugged background of the popular man-

ners. Intellectually superior to the multitude by

their possession of the artificial forms of diviae

wisdom, and holding their superiority by refusing

to acknowledge the universal spirituality that is

the life-throb of every revealed truth, they were

inferior to them in moral perception and relative

responsibilityj as well as in the inherent injustice

of their position. Thus their superiority roused

the anger of Jesus, while the inferiority of the

multitude only awakened His pity. He speaks

of the Pharisees as hireling shepherds, shepherds

who deserted their flocks, bliad guides, teachers

who had taken away the keys of knowledge,

neither entering the kingdom of heaven them-

selves nor suffering others to enter, husbandmen
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who refused to render the fruits of the vineyard

;

while He describes the common people as sick

men needing a physician^ sheep having no shep-

herd, a cornfield rotting for want of reapers,

blind men misled to their ruin by blind leaders.

It is very observable, however, that Jesus, while

condemning in the strongest terms those who

neglected or abused their office, holds up the office

itself as deserving of the highest respect. For the

men who turned the trust committed to them to

their own profit no language of censure is suf-

ficiently strong. Ye serpents. He says, ye genera-

tion of vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of

hell ? The Baptist anticipated our Lord in his dif-

ferent treatment of the people and their rulers.

The people he admitted gladly to his baptism. The

publicans and harlots, and all those vessels made

to dishonour which a corrupt community prepares

for its lowest uses by killing the instinct of human

dignity in the region where they exist, and ren-

dering them insensible to infamy, he welcomed as

if they were the very persons for whose sake alone

his invitations had been issued. On them his
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hopes rested ; their hearts would echo to his

preaching. The only voice that speaks in the

bosom of the common peoplewith the authority and

permanency of law is their native sense of rightj

and this is also the voice of God. Their vices

and crimes are acts of rebellion against this law,

conscious, and it may often be willing acts, but

still fragmentary, unconnected, and resting on the

basis of no rival jurisdiction. Though they do

not obey the law of right, they acknowledge no

other. It is wrong enthroned in power, fixed in

statutes and customs, forged into weapons of

resistance and attack, that Christ despairs of over-

coming. It is not vice, or crime, or reckless

despair that baffles pardon; it is worldliness which

has erected its own standards, enacted its own

laws, proclaimed its own rewards and punishments,

and set up an organized, triumphant system in

opposition to faith. To the wealthy Pharisee or

Sadducee who loved the praise of men more than

the praise of God, and could have given reasons

for his preference, or explained it away, self-sa-

crifice might well be described as an impossible
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heroism. Witli the poor, self-sacrifice is in some

way the unconscious order of their lives. There-

fore it was that the common people heard Christ

gladly^ and that He said the publicans and harlots

would enter the kingdom of heaven before the

rulers. The former had only sins to repent of,

the latter had also rules and standards to unmake.

The rulers had educated their moral sense into a

perverted conscience, turned their entire allegi-

ance towards rules of expediency and intermediate

principles, social or national, and lost the ideal iu

what is called the practical. Conscience is only

the reflection of external usage, whether right or

wrong. But with the multitudes, their moral sense,

their natural tendency to just dealing, though it

had never been cultivated or brought into syste-

matic activity, remained at least true to its direc-

tion. No corrupt casuistry had distorted its ori-

ginal rectitude. They were ignorant, but they

were ia a far healthier state than those who had

made reason and revealed knowledge the instru-

ments of lust of power. Their sinful habits and

their open neglect of religion belonged to the
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grade which they occupied, and their moral ac-

countability was to be measured by the absence of

all attempt at concealment or justification. The

Baptist accordingly recognized in them, and ap-

pealed to, that simple element of justice which is

the germ of all virtue. He that hath two coats,

said he, let him impart to him that hath none.

Exact no more than that which is appointed you,

he said to the publicans : do violence to no man,

to the soldiers. But he did not deem it possible

that such fundamental, and yet obvious rules of

duty could have any weight with the Pharisees

and Sadducees. Their hearts could not be reached

by arguments drawn from the principles of natural

equity. He regarded their case as desperate. He

broke into an impatient protest at their presum-

ing to enrol themselves in the number of those

for whom amendment was considered possible.

"0 generation of vipers," he exclaimed, ''who hath

warned you to flee from the wrath to come ? " Who

could suppose that they would receive the king-

dom of God with an honest purpose ? Men who

had transgressed by pleading privilege against
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the due discharge of tlie duties of their office

might be expected to attempt to satisfy the de-

mands of repentance by a similar evasion. " Bring

forth therefore fruits," he said, ''meet for repen-

tance : and think not to say within yourselves. We
have Abraham to our father : for I say unto you,

that God is able of these stones to raise up children

unto Abraham/' Brioging forth fruits meet for re-

pentance is opposed to saying within themselves

that Abraham was their father, or trusting to that

circumstance. The meanings of those two ex-

pressions must be different, and one cannot contain

the other. The meaning of trusting to the fact

that Abraham was their father cannot be that they

trusted because Abraham was their father that

therefore they would inherit the faith and holiness

of Abraham, for then there would be no opposi-

tion between bringing forth fruits of repentance

and trusting to their descent from Abraham ; but,

on the contrary, the two expressions would prac-

tically mean the same thing. The meaning of the

Pharisees and Sadducees saying within themselves

that Abraham was their father must therefore
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have been that they supposed^ because they were

the lineal descendants of Abraham, his children

after the flesh, they must inherit the promises

made to him by virtue of their natural descent,

and without inheriting his faith and holiness.

Saying within themselves that Abraham was their

father was trusting ia their mere natural descent

from Abraham. Therefore, when the Baptist says

that God can raise up children to Abraham from

the stones of the Jordan, he means children in

the natural sense only, without any reference to

spiritual descent or resemblance to Abraham's

character or inheritance of it. The truth which

he means to impress is, that if God's intention

had been to raise up a people to enjoy His favour

and blessing, choosing them because of their race

and lineage only, and without any regard to their

moral qualities. He might in perfect consistency

with such intention increase the chosen race by

turning stones into men. If God's love is be-

stowed arbitrarily and unconditionally, no limits

or exceptions whatever can be supposed to its

action.
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If men are saved by the will and power of God,

without any co-operation of their own will and

power, without any putting forth of their moral

faculties, any acquired fitness, any exercise of

righteousness, then there is no reason why God

should not dispense with the needless machinery

of human parentage, and its attendant influences

of restraint and example and instruction, alto-

gether, and, by an absolute act of omnipotence,

convert stones into ready-made recipients of His

bounty. Leave out the moral element, make

deliverance mechanical, and , the kingdom of

heaven may be forthwith peopled' to its remotest

boundaries. Abraham, because of his faith and

obedience, had been selected by God in order

that he might transmit those virtues to his de-

scendants (Gen. xviii. 18, 19). The chosen

people were chosen, not to final acceptance, but

to opportunities of moral enlightenment and

emulation of their forefather's character. Their

condition as children of Abraham was of no use

or value, only so far as it furnished them with

the occasion of following the faith of Abraham.
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But the Jews, and especially the Pharisees and

Sadducees, relied on their natural descent alone.

They supposed that the eternal kingdom would

be given to the descendants of Abraham after

the flesh, though they might be sinners and

unbelieving, and disobedient towards God.*

Whether they imagined a divine decree which

predestinated a certain race or section of men to

salvation, or whether they devised a method by

which the demands of a factitious justice would

be met by imputing the faith of Abraham to his

whole race, or a portion of them, is not quite

clear. John's retort applies to either theory, and

to any other theory which represents the enjoy-

ment of divine love as dependent on any other

ground whatever than workiag with God, per-

sonal righteousness, and bringing forth fruits

meet for repentance, through such channels as

infinite wisdom might appoint. If God's will

were to be the sole agent, distinct from human

will, and His omnipotence the only power

exerted, men would be nothing more than

* Just. Mart. Trypho, cxl.
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stones in His handsj an idea which the Baptist

treats as the ad absurdum argument in all such

suppositions.
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Mynchin.

A Novel. By an Unknown Author.

In 3 vols, post Svo.

The Gowers of Glenarne.
A NOVEL.

By DAVID RICE.

In 3 vols.

The Fortune of Fairstone.

A NOVEL.
By R. WHIELDON BADDELEY,

Author of " Two to One on the Major," &c

In 2 vols, post Svo.

The Heir of Maberly.
A NOVEL.

By H. G. STURKEY, M.D.

In 3 vols., post Svo.

Adventures of an Arcot Rupee.

By Major Charles F. Kirbyj Retired List Madras Army.



In 3 vols, post 8to.

The House of Rochfort,
A NOVEL.

By W. Platt, author of" Angelo Lyons," '? Betty Westminster."

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

Briars and Thorns.

"We can conscientiously congratu-
late Miss Marryatt on haviDg •written

this story, and predict for her great
future success."—OSserver.
" Miss Blanche Marryatt poss esses

the rarest gift in woman— that of

viewing things through the medium
of her intellect and reason, and not
through the mists offeminine feelings

A NOVEL.

By BLANCHE MARRYATT.
and passions."

—

Press and Si. Jame^s
Chronicle.
" This lady is endowed with consi-

derable creative talent."—irffs Mes-
senger.

"Amcstentertainingnovel."

—

Lon-
doTi Review.
"The tale is both spiritedly written,

and interesting."

—

Dispatch.

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

The Wife's Peril.

A ROMANCE.

By J. I. LOCKHART.

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

Idols of Clay.
A NOVEL.

By Mrs. GORDON SMYTHIES, Author of "The Jilt,"

" True to the Last," &c.

"It will find numerous admirers."
— Oiserver.

"A book that will arrest and rivet

the attention."

—

Fress and St. James's

Chronicle.
" Mrs. Gordon Smythies has indeed

givenus sensationalfare."

—

JohnBull.
" Mrs. Gordon Smythies has been

very felicitous in the choice of a sub-

ject for her new novel."

—

Swn.

" Lovers of mysterious and exciting
incident wiU doubtless bestow on the
tale warm approval."

—

Dispatch.
" Mrs. Gordon Smjrthies has given

us a rich feast of startling sensations."—London RevieuD.
" There a,re thousands who will read

'Idols of Clay' with intense interest."— WetMy Times.

NEW EDITION, i vol., 4to, with Eightfull-page Engravings.
53., cloth, bevelled boards.

Barefooted Birdie.
A SIMPLE TALE.

By T. O'T.
Edited by CHARLES FELIX, Author of "Velvet Lawn,"&c.



In post ito, 7s. 6d., with numerous lUustrations by E. Froment,

The Princess Usee.
A Fairy Legend.

In 1 vol. post 4to, 7s. 6d., with Eight full-page Engravings, by A. Wiegand.

The History of Prince Perrypets.
A FAIRY TALE.

In 1 vol. fcp. 8to, 3s. 6d.

The School for Donkies ; or. Great Grandmama's
Workbox.

A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES.

By Mrs. LUSHINGTON.

In 2 vols, post 8vo, 93.

The Young Earl.
A STORY.

By S. S. HAWTREY.

In 1 vol. post 8vo., lOs. 6cl., bevelled boards.

Meta's Letters.

A TALE.
By Mrs. ENSELL,

Author of " The Pastor's Family."

Post4to., 7s. 6d.,with Nine Page Blustrations.

The Maiden of the Iceberg.

A TALE, IN VERSE.

By SELINA GAVE,
Author of " Ivon," &c.

In 1 vol., fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

The Last Crusader
A POEM.

In Four Cantos.



HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, etc.

THE "ALABAMA.'
Now ready, in 2 vols, post Svo, Second Edition, 24s.

The Cruise of the "Alabama" and the "Sumter."

From the PRIVATE JOURNALS, &c., of CAPTAIN SEMMES,
C.S.N., AND OTHER OFFICERS.

With ILLUSTRATIONS, CORRESPONDENCE, &c.

Second Edition,

"They are useful less for the novelty of
the infoi-mation which they convey than
for authenticating, summarizing, and me-
thodizing numerous little histories that
have long since been notorious,"

—

Times.
"The conduct and courage of Captain

Semmes in action were worthy of his cause
and of his reputation, but the qualities by
which he will be hereafter memorable will

rather be thejudgment with which he exe-

cuted his plans. Wliether that peace for

which Captain Semmes sighed during the
lonely houre of his cruise comes soon or
late this at least is cei-tain, that the flag

underwhiehthe 'Alabama' cruisedhas con-
tributed a memorable episode to the. naval
history of the world."—Saturday Review.
"A simple, straightforward, and most

interesting naiTative of a successful enter-

prise, which must always hold a prominent
place in the annals of naval warfare."

—

Press.

"Captain Serames' Journals will do
much not only to keep alive the fame of

the Alabama in our national records, but

to enable English men to appreciate the
character of her daring commander as a
true gentleman and patriot, as well as a
skilful and dashing sailor. The tale of the
gallant "Alabama" will not easily be for-

gotten in the memory of Englishmen."—
John Bull.

"We regard the volumes before tis,

authentic as they may be deemed in the
source, as a very useful record of a very
memorable episode in naval warfare."—
Globe.

" An authentic account of the career of
Captain Semmes—at least so far as it has
been connected with the 'Alabama' and
* Sumter,'— compiled from his private
journals and other papei-s, cannot fail to
be read with interest both by friend and
foe."—Dispatch.
" The name of Captain Semmes has gone

forth into all lands wherever printed news
can penetrate or the trumpet-tongue of
fame is heard. Henceforth the name of
Semmes is historic, and '

' 290 " is a charmed
nuoib&i."—Illustrated London N&ivs,

In 1 vol. post 8vOj -with Portrait of the Alabama, 6s.

The Log of the Alabama and the Sumter

:

Abridged from the Library Edition of " THE CRUISE OF THE
ALABAMA.'

"This volume will be read with great
interest. Written in a frank, manly, un-
affected style."

—

London Review.
" The Alabama's raid upon the ocean

IS presented in a moderate sized volume,
which will be a favourite one in the library

of a man of war."

—

Churchman.
"In absorbing interest this volume is

not surpassed by any contemporaneous
publication."—Su?ufai/ Times.

" We welcome this remarkable narra-
tive in its present handsome and conve-
nient form. It is abridged from the
library edition, but nothing essential is

omitted, and the circle of its possessors
will now be greatly extended."—i)ispa(cft-.

Also a Cheap Edition in boards^ is.
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In 1 vol. post 8vo.

The War in America,

By:

1863 64.

EDWARD POLLARD,
Late Editor of the " Richmond Examiner," now a Prisoner.

" The author has given xis the only
connected account which we possess of a
campaign remarkable for the numbers
of those who have perished in its battles."—Churchman.
" The details of the great conflict are

very instructive."

—

Observer.
" The volume contains the best con-

nected account yet published of the
Western campaigns from the invasion of
Maryland and the battle of Gettysburg,
down to the last actions before Peters-
burg, and of Grant's, Sherman's, and
Bank's campaigns in the West and South
West."

—

Reader.
"Those who wish to have a bird's-eye

view of the past year's campaigns cannot
do better than peruse this volume."

—

Dispatch.
"Mr. Pollard's volume takes a wide

scope. He writes, indeed chiefly of the
war, but he writes as a civilian, and deals
with many political matters which had au
undoubted if an indirect effect on the
campaigns. With all these subjects and
very much more, Mr. Pollard's book ably
deals with."

—

Standard
" Of Mr. Pollard's style it may be said

that it is tolerably clear. As a summary
of events, however, this volume may be
found not entirely useless or unaccept-
able."

—

Daily News.

COMPLETION OF MR. ARNOLD'S DALHOUSIE ADMINISTRATION.

In 2 vols. 8to, 15s. each.

The Marquis of Dalhousie's Adminis-

tration of British India.

By EDWIN ARNOLD, M.A., University College, Oxford.

Late Principal, Poonah College ; and Fellow of the University of
Bombay.

Contents of Vol. I.

The Acquisition and Administration of the Punjaub.

Contents of Vol. I

L

The Annexation of Pegu, Nagpore, and Oude, and a General

Review of Lord Dalhousie*s Rule in India.

gxasp of Lord Dalhousie's mind, tlie dig-
nity of his character, and the generosity
of his heart ; and the ' History' which
tells this strange conversion of scattered
barbaruus. corrupt, and oppressed
heathen principalities into a British Em-
pire, stands forth with all the splendid
vividness of an historical epic."

—

Daily
Telegraph.

'

' Mr. Arnold's work, however, while its

animated style carries the reader on, is a
valuable contribution to the histoi-y of the
period with which it is concerned, and his
judgment of Lord Dalhousie's chai-acter,

as well as his public policy, seems to
have been formed with impartiality."-.
Guardian.

"To those who look with interest on
Indian affairs this work will doubtless
afford considerable gratification. Un-
doubtedly the period of Lord Dalhousie's
administration in India was a brilliant

one."

—

Miirning Advertiser.
"Of the work as a whole it would be

impossible to express any judgment
which was not highly favourable. It is

full of information ; it is almost every-
where guided by the calm and impartial
spirit of a true liistorian ; its style is

always vigorous and sometimes brilliant.

It is indeed a timely, and a valuable con-
tribution to the History of British India."
-^Morning Star.

"Mr. Arnold does ample justice to the
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Dedicated, by permission, to the Right Eev. the Lord Bishop of Oxford.—

I

1 vol. Second and Cheaper Edition, post 8vo., with Portraits, Maps, an
Illustrations, price 5s., cloth.

The Universities Mission to East Central Africa,

From its Commencement to its Withdrawal from the Zambezi.

By the Rev. HENRY ROWLEY,
One of the Two Survivors of Bishop Mackenzie's Clerical

Staff.

" His (Mr. Eowley's) piirpose is ap-

parently to Tindicate the judgment of

those by whom it (the Mission) was
undertaken, and to preserve a fair re-

cord of the efforts which failed to ob-
tain a successful result. Probably he
will not materially alter the g:eneral

opinion as to the wisdom of the at-

tempt. He has indeed illustrated, by
a candid narrative the genuine hei'o-

ism of Bishop Mackenzie and his fol-

lowers ; and if heroism were the one
thing desirable in missionaries, there
would be little cause for complaint.
As it is, we are rather reminded of
the criticism, ' It is magnificent, but
it is not war.' The missionaries
seem to have hurled themselves as

thoughtlessly against the heathenism
of Africa as the Light Brigade went
in against the Russian Artillery at
'Balaclava,.""-^Saturdai/ Revieio.

"All our readers who have taken
any interest—and which of them has
not ?—in the Central African Mission,

or in the noble life and heroic death
of Bishop Mackenzie, should make a
point of reading this book. It will

probably modify in many respects
the opinions they may have formed
about that grand but calamitous en-

terprise from the imperfect and frag-

mentary information which is all that
has been hitherto in their hands. Mr.
Rowley is an excellent writer, simple,

and direct, he tells us exactly what
we want to know, in language which
nobody can mistake, while his des-

criptions of natives and scenery show
that he is a man of acute and accu-
rate observation, with a strong feeling

for the picturesque, and an unusual
power of communicating his impres-
sions. "

—

Guardian.
" Those who look with the greatest

coldness on missionary efforts can
scarcely deny—if they will take the
pains to read this book —that Bishop
Mackenzie and his noble army of |

martyrs did good servioo in Central
Africa. As a piece of literary work
Mr. Rowley's book is well done ; it is

free from the unskilful arrangement
and wearisome iteration which have
marred the value of several books of

African travel. The style is manly,
clear, and unaffected ; the author is

modest and reticent about his own
achievements, and writes with uni-
form good temper and forbearance.
The woodcuts, chiefly from Mr. Row-
ley's own sketches, form an attrac-

tive adjunct to the text."

—

Tines.

" Mr. Rowley's volume is an excel-

lent account of a corner of the world
absolutely unknown except from Dr.
Livingstone having passed through
it."— Westmin$ter Review.

" The volume is a readable and in-

teresting one. Mr. Rowley has told
the whole story well, showing judg-
ment, taste, snd feeling. His book is

much superior to the ordinary Mission
books."—.4 thenceum.
"To those who delight to hear of

cheerful endul-ance of hardship real
hardship, famine, war, and pestilence
—of honest endeavours to raise the
savage out of his degraded condition
—of steadfast faith rising over every
obstacle,—this book will be deeply
interestmg."— Church Times.

" Mr. Rowley has done excellent
service in writing this book. In tone
and spirit it rises superior to any-
thing of the sort with which we are
acquainted ; and we shall be very
much mistaken if the nonsense that
has found favour on the subject of the
African race through the representa-
tions of mere travellers and men of
the world, and the crude theories of
anthropologists and so-called " men
of science," does not receive its qui-
etus from the circulation of this intel-

ligent and undoubtedly truthful mis-
sionary book."

—

Churchman.
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"Written in a plain, scholar-
like style, and bears the statnp of
high principle and intelligence. A
hook so written could not fail to be
nteiesting, and it is interssting."

—

Glmrch Review.
"It is impossible to peruse this

work without the deepest admiration
for the noble men who composed it

(the Mission) ; their constancy, their
hopefulness, their unwearied labour,
and the cheerfulness with which they
bore the terrible trials to which they
were exposed, are beyond all praise."—Standard.
" It is impossible to read this book

without a feeling of pride at belong-
ing to the nation which sent forth
such brave and generous men, and of

regret that such valuable lives should
have been lost in so hopeless a cause.

And yet, as Mr. Eowley well says,

their lives have not been squandered
in vain. The book which he has writ-

ten is peculiarly valuable at the pre-

sent moment, when there is a dispo-

sition in high places to maintain that
black is the colour of the devil, and
that every thing black is evil. That
Africa abounds in wUd beasts we
know—most savage countries do

—

but that its inhabitants are not all

wild beasts, as some travellers would
have us believe, is more than proved
by the interesting story of the Uni-
versities Mission to Central Africa."

—

fall Mall Gazette.

*'In spite of the sad details with
which it abounds, the. general impres-
sion which Mr. Rowley's book leaves

upon the mind, is liiat mission work

amongst the African races is as hope-
ful as amongst the heathen of any
other country."

—

Mission Life'.
" Mr. Rowley's work is cheifly a

stirring account of travel and camp
life, but it has the additional charm
which the high motives of those en-
gaged in it naturally affords. The
many disasters, the famine, the sick-

ness, the frequent deaths which befell

them—all are touchingly described ;^

while the patience and courage of the
whole company are sufficiently evi-

dent ; the good and even beautiful
qualities which appear in many of the
natives receive fall justice."

—

Mission
Field.
" Besides the interest which must

attach to the plain narrative by an
eye-witness, of facts which we have
so often discussed, the volume is in
itself one of no ordinary merit. It is

by far the most interesting and read-
able book of missionary travels which
has for a long time past met our eye.
The genial sympathy of the writer
with all nature, and more especially

with hiiman nature—the judicious
omission of the mere details of every
day routine, which makesraost books
of travel so wearisome — and the
breadth of view and gentle spirit

which pervade every. page—all con-"
tribute to this end; and it is alto-

gether so graphic, unpretending, and^
natural, that at its close we can
scarce tell whether the skill of the
writer, or the tragic interest which
belongs to its subject, lends it the
greater charm."

—

Ectlesiasiio.

In 1 vol. post 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P.,

A POLITICAL REVIEW.
By R. MASHEDER, B.A, Author of « Dissent and Democfacy.

In 2 vols, post 8vo, 21s.

The Soldier of Three Queens.
A Narrative of Personal Adventure.

By CAPTAIN HENDERSON.
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In 1 vol. 8vo. 18s.

The History of the Cotton Famine,
FROM THE FALL OF SUMTER TO THE PASSING OF

THE PUBLIC WORKS ACT.

By R. ARTHUR ARNOLD.
"Mr. Arnold's 600 pages are filled with

facts and figures arrauged in a lucid popu-
ar style, and from the great and perma-
nent importance of the subject will he read
with interest."

—

Times.
*' The story of the cotton famine, as told

by Mr. Ai-nold, has all the interest of a
romance ; the statistics, the figures, the
reports of Mr. Farnall, the weekry returns
of the Board of GiuiX'dians, are all so many
threads of interest in the story. The book
is well put together, carefully, and with a
fairness and candour which entitle the
author to high praise."

—

Athenmum.
." It traces in a clear and succinct man-

ner tbfi steps which were taken to meet a
nationa calamity, as soonas the prospects
of the cotton supply became darkened."

—

ObaeTV&r.
'* Mr. Arnold has put together all the

facts with lucid minuteness, and enabled

his readers to recall all the details of a
struggle which reflected ^honour on_Bri-
tish administration."

—

Spectator,

"We acknowledge the substantial merits
of Mr. Arnold's work. He discusses with
fairness, with temper, and we think with
substantial justice, the various question
which arose and became matter of contro-
versy during'the famine. "

—

London Review.

*'We congratulate Mr. Arnold on his
having added a very valuable contribution
to contemporary history. He has evi-
dently bestowed very considerable pains
in the collection of his facts, and arranged
them in lucid order. His narrative has
the merit of fidelity and of being free from
partiality. It is complete in statement,
and will always remain a standard book of
reference witn regard to the highly inte-
resting events which it records."

—

Herald.

Also a New and Cheaper Edition^ i vol. post Bvo., Ss.'6d.

*' Contains much valuable information."
—Star.

*'A valuable and_comprehen8ive work."
^Dispatch.
••These authentic records are most in-

teresting, exhibiting as they do the un-
paralled success which attended the
proceedings adopted to meet what at one
time threatened to become an overwhelm-
ing calamity."

—

Observer.

In IJvol. post 8vo, Second Edition/ 6s.

The Danes in Camp

:

LETTERS FROM SONDERBORG.
By the Honourable AUBERON HERBERT,

" This is a pleasantly written book, be-
cause it is exactly what it professes to be.
Mr. Herbert's book is satisfactory to read,
because it presents so strange a contrast
to the average of the literary class to which
be belongs. Its merit is that it is written
because its author wishes to tell what he
has seen and felt, and not because he
wishes to produce an article that will sell.

There are many lively and striking pas-
sages."—jf)a(«r£Ja3/ Review.
"The letters are well and gi-acefully

written ; they teem with interesting inci-
dents and narrations.; there is about them
an air of probity, which instantly im-
presses tho reader with the conviction
that they contain only the truth j and ftll

this is mingled with'a''good^humour and
moderation that win oUr confidence and
deserve our respect."

—

Daily N&ws.

•*Mr. Herbert is an agreeable, manly
writer, and English readers will respond
gratefully to the generous sympathy and
admiration which he expresses for^the
inhabitants of the little kingdom."—
AtTieTicsuin.

" These^interesting letters are dedicated
to the writer's^mother, the Countess Dow
ager of Carnarvon. They place the events
of the siege gi-aphically before the reader,
in simple but forcible language. All that
Mr. Herbert says claims our most careful
attention."^/JecKfen
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Cheap Edition, in 1 vol. post 8vo., Is. 6d.

The Davenport Brothers

:

A BIOGRAPHY OF IRA ERASTUS DAVENPORT AND
WILLIAM HENRY DAVENPORT, commonly known •

as the "BROTHERS DAVENPORT."
With an Account of Eleven Years of Preternatural Pheno-

mena and Extraordinary Physical and Psychical

Manifestations.

By T. L. NICHOLS, M.D.,

Author of " Forty Years in America," &c.

" The book is replete witli adventures
calculated, we have no doubt, to produce
in England effects slmilaT to those ex-
perienced in America."—Oftserucr.

" We commend this volume to our
readers. Dr. Nichols had a difficult task,
but it could not have been performed
better."

—

Herald.
" The book which Dr. Nichols has

published is precisely what is wanted.
Short, simple, and clear ; not pretending
to explain, hardly, Indeed, discussing the
question as to whether explanation is

possible ; as fair a narrative written by a
believer as could possibly be—this volume
commends itself to all. None can pos-
sibly find it dnil,"—Standard.

In 1 large vol. 8to., the Second Edition, price 21s,

Australian Explorations.

JOHN McDOUALL STUART'S JOURNALS OF EXPLO-
RATIONS IN AUSTRALIA from 1858 to 1862.

Edited by WILLIAM HARDMAN, MA., F.R.G.S., &c.

Illustrated with a Portrait of the author, and 12 Page Engravings
on Wood, drawn by George French Angas, from Sketches
taken during the Expedition, and accompanied by a

carefully-prepared Map of the Explorer's Route across

the entire Continent.

" A very large and valuable addition to
our geographical knowledge of Australia,"
—Observer.

" Worthy of being ranked amongst the
most important in the History of Austra-
lian discovery."

—

Morning Advertiser.

"To dilate on the value of the work to
the very large number who are directly
or indirectly interested in Australian
progress is superfluous."

—

Dispatch.

" It is impossible to refrain from the
strongest admiration of the narrative,
given in his own Journal, in which so
much unpretending unconscious heroism
is evinced, such simple devotion to the
end of his enterprise : thankfulness, not
self-laudation atits accomplishment,hold-

ing his life so lightly so that his duty
might be done."

—

Globe.

"These journals abound in interesting
information, and have a speuial cliarm as

living records of what the discoverer has
seen and done."

—

Examiner.
"We can commend the book to the

cai'eful perusal of those who wisli to
appreciate something of the future of
Austi'alia."

—

Morning Star.

"The conductor of the expedition has
earned lasting fame for the sterling quali-

ties which he jiroved himself to possess.
Throughout the toilsome jounieys of
which he has given a minute aud graphic
account, ho evinced every qualitication
wldch should characterise the leader of
such expeditions."—itforniTif? Poat.
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In 2 vols, post 8vo. with an Introduction and Appandices, 21s.'',

Secret History of a Polish Insurrection.
• By H. SUTHERLAND EDWARDS,

Late Special Correspondent of the Times in Poland.

In 2 Tols. post 8vo, with Portrait, 21s.

Belle Boyd in Camp and Prison.

Written by HERSELF.
With an INTRODUCTION by a FRIEND OF THE SOUTH.

.*
' Her memoirs are very ably and grapli

cally writtpn. They are useful so far as
they exemplify the difference between
American and English, society."

—

Morning
Post

*" Belle Boyd in Camp and Prison* is

one of those boolis into which the whole
soul and spirit of the writer has evidently
passed—which are too earnest for artistic

construction, too real and heartfelt either

for self concealment or self display."

—

Saturday Seview.
'*To say that these volumes are inte-

resting would be far short of the truth.

They are perfectly thrilling, and we
strongly recommend all' our readers
whichever side they take of tbe contro-
versy, to get them and judge for them-
selves."

—

John Bull.
." Linked for ever with the story of that

fatal American war is the name of Belle
Boyd, and this book, v/ritten by herself,

possesses such deep interest of wonder
and truth, that It cannot fail of. general
acceptance and popularity. Belle Boyd
in Camp and Prison is the book of the
season."

—

Court CirtMlar.
" Belle Boyd's book will be read with,

interest, and will no doubt make a great
sensation."—Otsenief.

'• The" contents of these volumes are
extremely interesting."

—

Reader.
*'It is pleasantly and on the whole

modestly written."

—

Index.
"Belle Boyd's adventures surpass the

beat contrived fictions of our most popu-
lar writers."

—

Morning Advertiser.

"Will be read with avidity."

—

Sunday
Times.
"Full of vivid glimpses of the late

war. "—Globe.
"In these volumes we have from her

own pen the storj' of her daring deeds, her
hairbreadth escapes and her unmerited
sufferings. A naiTative of extreme in-

terest, all the more attractive because
natural and unaffected."

—

London Review.
"The book is one which, is certain to

obtain popularity, and to be speedily in

the hands of most readers.'—Churchman.
" Possesses high claims to attention."

—

Literary Gazette.

"The book is undoubtedly a remarka-
ble one."

—

Dispatch.
"Miss Belle Boyd (now Mrs. Hardinge)

may fairly claim a niche beside those
earlier heroines ; having in one respect
even a better riglit to the name of warrior
than any of thetfi, since she actually re-

ceived a regular commission as Captain
in the Confederate Army, and was
attached to Stonewall Jackson's staff as
one. of his . aides-de-camp."

—

Evening
Standard,

" The story of th,e adventures, misfor-
tunes, imprisonments, and persecutions of
Mrs. Hardinge, better known as Belle
Boyd, will do much to relieve the Federals
of the stigma under which they have been
labouring of treating their prisoners with
harshness and brutality."

—

Post.

'

"Belle Boyd may well be contented
with the recollection that in the fearful
struggle which is now terminated she -

played no inglorious part."

—

Morning
Herald.
" Doubly attractive, not only as telling

a tale of deeds of daring skilfully exe-
cuted, and dangers and hard.ships cou-
rageously confronted and endured, far
surpassing in interest the wildest imagi-
nation of the sensation novelist."

—

StanA
dard.

" Modestly and simply writtea and we
think our readers will Tise from the peru-
sal with a true sympathy for its fair

wri ter. "

—

(hiardian.
"The name of Belle Boyd is well known

to all who took an interest in the late
civil wai- in America."

—

London Review.

"There are few persons conversant
with the American correspondence of our
leading Journals during the late awful
struggle of the South against the North,
to whom the name of Belle Boyd, the
Bebel Spy, is not known."

—

Young Eng-
lishwoman.
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THEOLOGY.

Vol. III. 8vo, completing the work, 21s.

The History of the Church of England,
From the DEATH OF ELIZABETH to the PRESENT TIME

By the Rev. GEORGE G. PERRY, M.A.

Rector of Waddington, late Fellow and Tutor of Lincoln College.

Oxford.

"WriUen in an easy style, and in a
moderate, sensible spirit. Mr. Perry is,

apparently, a good Churchman, belonging
to no party, and desirous of doing justice
to Nonconformists as well as to opposing
Bcliools in the Church."

—

Reader.
'* A most useful and ably written work.

The spirit in which the whole question of
Church history is treated is highly credi-

table to the author, aud throughout exhi-

bits liberal, enlightened, and tolerant
views. "

—

Observer.

"The whole makes a pleasant and
readable history of the period chronicled.

Mr, Perry manifests a desire to maintain

the sound doctrine and discipline of the
Church."

—

English Churchman.
" Our author never shirks any 'poition

of work which fairly belongs to him ; and
above all, he has no bias but for the broad
plain truth. Mr. Perry's work must take
its place as the companion of Southey
and Short, not only in the Library of
every theological student, but every
reader of history."

—

Herald.
"This valuable and important work is

now complete, and Mr. Perry has the
honour of filling up what has Jong been^
wanting in our ecclesiastical literature."—Clerical Journa

THE REV. S. C. MALAN.
In 1 vol. Crown 8vo. 4s. cloth.

Ritualism.
By the Rev. S. C, MALAN, M.A., of Balliol College, Oxford,

and Vicar of Broadwindsor.

In 1 vol. Crown Svo.j 5s.

Sermons,
By GABRIEL, Bishop of IMERETH.

On Faith, Eternal Punishment, and other Subjects. To which are added, by
the same Author, an Exposition of the Lord's Prayer, and of the Beautitudes,

Translated and Edited from the Georgian, by the Rev. S, C. MALAN, M.A.,
Vicar of Broadwindsor,

In 1 vol, crown 8vo. 6s.

A History of the Georgian Church.
Translated from the Russian of P. lOSELIAN, by the Rev. S. C.

MALAN, M.A., Vicar of Broadwindsor.
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In 1 Tol. post 8vo, beTelled edges, 9s., cloth.

Thoughtful Moments.
By ONE OF THE PEOPLE.

Contents—1. The Lord's Praver—2. Leaders thorougUy Furnished—3. Fear of Con-

sequences—4. Confronted Despondency—5. The Night Cometh—6. The Desire or

Nations—7. Moses and Daniel—S. The Goodness of God—9. Wisdom always Justified

—10. Perplexities Dirinely Dispelled—11. Distasteful Bliss—12. Sunday—13. The
Chief Musician—14. Apologia.

" A thoughtful book, highly suggestive
of important matter to hoth clergy and
laity."

—

Clerical Jowmal.

" The author has the merit of stating

his views with clearness and ability."

—

Star.

Price 8d. and Is.

Parish Hymn Book.
Edited by the Rev. H. W. Beadon, the Rev. Greville Phillimore,

and the Rev. James Russell Woodford.

1 vol. small 8vo, antique, 73. 6d.

Sermons^
By the late Rev. C T. ERSKINE, M.A.

Incumbent of St. Michael's, Wakefield. With a Memoir of his Life,

and a preface by the Bishop of Brechin.
These Sermons mil he treasiu-ed "by." The Sermons are farabove the average

of such compositions, and in many parts
they are remarkable for the originality of
thought which they possess. A devout
and reverent spirit, moreover, pervades
every sermon."

—

Observer.

"Mr. Erskine's Sermons are thirty-one

in number, and they are all interesting."

—Clerical Journal.

" A work of absorbing interest, and one
which none can well read without feeling

infinitely the better for it. The volume is

got up with singular aeatness."

—

Church
Jieview.

*'Mr. Erskine's style is vigorous and
thoughtful."—Liferai-j/ CJmrchman.

many, and pondered over by many, who
knew the sterling excellence of him by
whom they were written and preached.
The memoir of his life has evidently been
a labour of love, and affectionately depicts

a character which no one can study with-

out deriving benefit from it."

—

Scottish

Guardian.
" The fervour, simplicity, and faith

evinced in these discoiu-ses are worthy of
the best age."

—

Globe.
" Of Mr. Erskine's Sermons we can

hardly speak in too high terms. Calm,
thoughtful, mild, and yet austere, they
are instinct with Catholic truth and Catho-
lic iaitix."—Churchman.

In 1 vol. fcap. 8vOj 5s. 6d.

Ecclesia Vindicata. ^

A Treatise on Appeal in Matters Spiritual.

By JAMES WAYLAND JOYCE, M.A.,
Author of a *' Constitutional History of the Convocation of

the Clergy," etc.

Is.

Order ofthe Administration of the Lord's Supper;

or. Holy Communion.
With Short Notes and Devotions.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

In Sto. price 10s. 6d., Second Edition.

The Cotton Trade:
Its Bearing upon the Prosperity of Great Britain and Commerce

of the American RepubHcs considered in Connection with the
System of Negro Slavery in the Confederate States.

By GEORGE McHENRY.
" Contains a mass of information on I of the disruption among the whilom

most matters at allinvolved in the origin | United States."

—

Glasgow Courier.

1 vol, post 8vo, illustrated, 12s.

Hunting Tours,
By "CECIL."

"The "book is a contribution to the
subject which has long been wanted, and
which reflects the greatest credit upon
the author for his composition, and the
publishers for their discrimination in
bringing it before the public in its present
attractive form."

—

Sporting Gazette.

"'Hunting Tours' will afford interest

and amusement to all classes of readers.

The work is admirably illustrated by E.
Corbet, and beautifully got up both as to
type aud hindijig."—Sporting R&vieio.

" There is scarcely any topic connected
with the hunting field which is nottreated
with fulness and force, in 'Cecil's' pictu-
resque and animated sketches."

—

Morning
Post.

" 'Cecil' has performed the task he un-
dertook with ability and zeal, and his

'Hunting Tours' should be found on the li-

brary table of every sporting man."—(Sim.

" A volume which cannot fail to prove
of much interest to sportsmen, and we
commend it to their especial attention."

—

Oxford Journal.
" Contains an immense amount of

valuable information, such as only a
veteran fox hunter of the first order could
supply. 'Cecil's' pseudonym suffices to
guarantee the excellence of his book."

—

Press.

" Written with a masterly knowledge of
its subject * * * * Cecil' writes like a
gentleman : there is much that is very
exciting and interesting in his book."—
Daily Pews.

"Gives particulars respecting the vari-

ous packs with which the author has
hunted, naiTates the fortunes of their
several masters or whips, and chronicles
here and there the particulars of a re-

markably successful run,"

—

Sunday Times,

In 1 vol. 8vo, half bound, £2 5s.

The Kennel Stud Book,
Containing Lists ofthe most celebrated Packs of Foxhounds ; with thi Pedigrees

of Stud Hounds.

By CORNELIUS TONGUE (" Cecil"), Author of " Hunting Tours," &o.

In 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Shakspere Weighed in an Even Balance.

By the Rev. ALFRED POWNALL, M.A.,

Vicar ot Trowse Newton and Fakenham, late Crosse's Theological

Scholar, Cambridge, &c.



In Foolscap 8to, oloth. Second Edition, Ss.

The History of a Bit of Bread.
Being Letters to a Child, on the Life of Man and of Animals.

By Jean Mac^.

Translated from the French and edited by Mrs. ALFRED GATTY
Author of " Parables from Nature," &c.

PART I. MAN.
"Mrs. Gatty has here favoured the

puhlic with avolume weighty in its matter,
fascinatipg in its form, and in its moral
and religious tone above all praise."—
London Review.
" This work, especially intended for the

use of the young, explains in a manner
both intelligible and interesting, * the
history of life as sustained and supported
in the human race.' "

—

Dispatch.

" Written in a reverent spirit deserving
of commendation—a fact that the name of
the translator alone would guarantee."

—

John Bull.
*' To Mrs. Gatty great praise is due. * *

* * * The translation seems excellent. A
charming little book."

—

Civwrch Review.
" Let us commend thi-i pleasant little

book to parents and guardians throughout

the length and breadth of the British
dominions, since it is one of the very best
of its class that we have met with."—SsK's
Messenger.
" It exhibits the honest pains, the desire

to please, the unmistakeable labour, wMch
characterise all Mrs. Gatty undertakes
for the acceptance of the public."

—

Press.
'* This little book has reached its eighth

edition on the other side of the Channel,
having been adopted by the University
Commission of Paris among their prize
books. "

—

A tkenceum.
" Written for children, grown up people

will read it with profit and pleasure.
Eight editions have made the French
public familiar with the original, and Mrs.
Gatty has conferred no slight boon on the
English by a translation which faithfully
preserves its best features."—iSpectotor.

"We had the pleasure of noticiDg the
first part some months ago. We can only
repeat <jur words of praise. The fact is

we cannot praise it enough. Everything
which can contribute to a most charming
and instructive book is here to be found.
Exquisite humour, a highly moral tone,
most useful instruction—what more can
be wanted to make up an acceptable
book ? The translator has done her work
so felicitously that the book reads like an
original -prodnotion."—Church Review.
" A charming guide to many important

scientific subjects, necessary to be known
by all persons aspiring to be considered
well-educated."

—

Clerical Journal.
''As in the first part of this work the

translator and editress, Mrs. Gatty has

Also,
In Foolscap 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d.

PART II. ANIMALS.
Completing the Work.

now and then slightly altered the original,
with a view to rendering the illustrations
more intelligible and interesting to the
mind of an English child. We reiterate
the opinion we have already expressed
with regard to the first part ofthe present
work—that it is a valuable little treatise,
containing much that is interesting and
instructive not only to children but to
adults. "

—

London Review.
" Though especially meant for children,

and adapted to their capacity, it may
nevertheless be read by their elders with
profit; and its compactness, lucidity of
arrangement, and absoice of confusing
detail, combined with humorous illustra-
tion, makes it extremely readable."—
Dispatch.

Second and revised edition, post 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Gouty Philosopher;
Or, THE OPINIONS, WHIMS, AND ECCENTRICITIES
OF JOHN WAGSTAFFE, ESQ., OF WILBYE GRANGE.

By CHARLES MACKAY.
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|In 1 vol, post 8vo. 2s.

Conyers Lea,

Or SKETCHES OF CHARACTER, MILITARY, MAGISTE-
RIAL, AND EPISCOPAL.

By CYRIL THORNTON, M.A.

Cheap Edition.

NOVELS.

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

PhUo:
A ROMANCE OF LIFE IN THE FIRST CENTURY.

By JOHN HAMILTON, M.A., Cantab.

In 2 vols., post 8to, 21s.

Hena : or Life in Tahiti.
A NOVEL.

By Mrs. ALFRED HORT,

A NEW NOVEL by the Author of "THE UTTERMOST FARTHING."

THIRD, or "ATHBNjEUM" EDITION, with Preface and CoiTespondence,
In 3 vols, post 8vo.

VICTORY DEANE.
A NOVEL.

By CECIL GRIFFITH,
Author of " The Uttermost Farthing."

"A book of power and of promise,
and its power is of a true kind."

—

StandM/rd.
" It arrests and fascinates the at-

tention of the reader."

—

Herald.
' Strongly reminds us of Charlotte

Bronte's best works."

—

Globe.
" The charm Kes in the treatment,

in the perfectly natural characters of

Brand and Margaret, in the pathetic

humility and simple lovingness of

Victory, and in the fresh and original

manner of relation. It is in the cha-
racter of Victory that we see the
traces of French influence. There is

a certain subtle tenderness of deline-

ation, a certain careful and minute
analysis, and a steadfast chronicling
of spiritual progress infinitely more
after the French school than the
English, and the story gains in in-

terest thereby."

—

Saturday Mevieto.
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In 1 Tol/post 8vo, 1 s. 6d., bevelled boards.

The Romance of Mary Constant.

Written by Herself.

" A thoroughly healthy book like

this, equally pure in thought and dic-

tion, with ample interest, and with
almost every character drawn with a

firm and accurate hand, is a great

boon."—CAitrcA and State Review.

"The story is well written from
first to last."

—

Reader*

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

The Uttermost Farthing.

A NOVEL.
By CECIL GRIFFITH.

" The story is one of character, influ-

enced by accident, and the psychology of
the thing is detailed and curious, and has,
no doubt, been studied from the life."

—

Reader.
*' A terrible prose tragedy ; hut it pre-

sents remarkable materials for powerful
writing, and the author has turned them
to the best possible account."

—

Court
Circular.
" A good and gracefully written novel

;

the plot being cleverly conceived and well
sustained. The strong, passionate, sisterly

love here pourtrayed for an erring andun-
fortunate brother is tenderly and faith-

fully rendered. The whole book abounds
in passages at once gi-and, pathetic, and
natural. "

—

John Bull.
** A work of very unusual promise ; in-

deed, of more than promise ; for it is

itself, if not the best, decidedly one of the
best, novels of the day. The plot is good
and well worked out, and the characters
drawn with a firm and skilful hand."

—

Church and State Reviev.
'

' How this, andmuch more is told, only
a perusal of the story which we have

barely indicated, will show ; the involu-

tions and perplexities of feeling and
action, and the revelation of the inner

struggle going on behind, what strikes us
as one of the most painful positions ever

penned. "

—

Globe.

"The author is certainly deserving of

praise for the novelty of plot iu thisbook"
—Observer.

"The author of *The Uttermost Far-

thing' has written a novel wMch will

make its readers anxious for another pro-

duction of the same pen. "

—

Star.

"Alan Valery's indolent, passionate

character is well drawn. May Valeryis
excellently conceived."

—

Press.
" Of 'The Uttermost Farthing' we may

conscientiously say, that taking story,

style, and the skilful manner in which the

plot is worked out together, there are few
existing novels in our language which may
justly be accorded a higher rank."

—

Sun.
"The book contains some touches of

real teelinf!:."—Guardian.
"Told with considerable power. The

story is an interesting one."

—

Chv/rchman.

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

Angelo Lyons.

A NOVEL.
By WILLIAM PLATT,
Author of " Yorke House," &c.

In 3 vols, post 8to.

Snooded Jessaline

;

Or, The Honour of a House.

A NOVEL.
By MRS. T. K. HERVEY.
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In 1 vol. poEft 8to, 10s. 6d.

Donnington Hall.
A NOVEL.

By the Rev. F. TALBOT O'DONOGHUE,
Author of " St. Knighton's Keive/' &c.

"This volume contains a very pleasing
story, thoroughly natural in its style and
admirably written. The 'characters are
well defined, and present a very charming
homely group to the reader's notice. "

—

" A highly entertaining work, and one
in which the reader's interest will seldom
if ever flag. The material itself of which
the story is composed is not rich ; but the
embroidery with which it is overlaid is

tasteful. Many of the characters are hit

off with much skill and effect, and the
picture of the little child wife is singu-
larly pleasing."—Sundoj/ Times.

'
' The construction of the tale is simple

;

but its pleasant, unaffected style of narra-

tion makes it extremely readable." —
Dispatch.
" Mr. O'Donoghue has written a volume

which will be read with pleasure, more
for its sketches of every-day clerical life

tlian for any interest that gathers round it

as a novel."

—

Public Opinion.
" A quiet serious story. The tone ofthe

book throughout is kindly and genial."

—

London Review.
" ' Donnington Hall ' is an amusing and

clever book."

—

Western 3torning News.
*' The society and scenery of the places

in which the story is laid are described
with the correctness of an artist who
draws from nature.'

—

Shipping ncL Mer-
cantile Gazette.

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

Velvet Lawn.
A NOVEL.

By CHARLES FELIX, Author
"Strong and pervading interest there

unquestionably is in the story."

—

Observer.

"A straightforward and workmanlike
story, fairly interesting throughout. Mr.
Felix is evidently a man of ability."

—

Reader.
"Such as admire an elaborately con-

trived plot, detailed in a fluent and easy
style, will derive much pleasure from tlie

perusal of tlie tale."

—

Dispatch.
" In character as well as incident, • Vel-

vet Lawn ' is singularly rich, and it will

unquestionably be a very popular novel."
Press.

"The plot appears to us to be original,

of "The Notting Hill Mystery."
and is certainly remarkable for its inge-
nuity. "

—

A thenceum.
" The plot of ' Velvet Lawn ' is exceed-

ingly well conceived, and the interest never
flags."

—

Index.
"It will find many readers, having at-

tractions for the more thoughtful as well
as the mere devourers of sensationalism."—Herald.
" There is a story, and that story is well

told, so that it will command many
readers."—Gio&e.

" It rises far above the ordinary run of
novels."

—

Daily News,

In 3 vols, post 8vo.

Rington Priory.

A NOVEL. By
" The moral is unobjectionable."—^l^e-

nmim.
"A very excellent novel of its class.

Written with a natural force which sug-
gests very little effort, it is free ftom affec-

tation or strained effects, "—deader.
"Reminds us of *Emma', and 'Sense

and Sensibility,* * Pride and Prejudice,'

and the rest of that mildly brilliant con-

ETHEL HONE.
"•Rington Priory* is an interesting

story, with an air of truthfulness. "

—

Press.
" The incidents, conversations, and plot

are eminently natural and interesting:
and the entire tone ofthe novel so perfectly
healthy, that we consider it a positive relief
from the morbid works with which the
modem pi'ess so almost uniformly teems."
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lii 2 fois. post Syo.

Mr. Christopher Katydid (of Casconia).
A TALE.

Edited by MARK HEYWOOD.
"There are marks of cleverneas in tliis

tale. The author gives evidence of ability.

"

—Athenceum.
'The reader may derive much enter-

tflinment from a series of clever slcetches

relatihg to persons, customs, and scenery,

partly American, partly EdgliEjh."—06-

server.

"Quaint in Construction and singular in

ffianner, may be taken as a true definition

of this American story ; the plot is amus-
ng."

—

Bell's Messenger^

" There are sotne pleasant descriptions
of country scenery, and the story is very
aiausing. "

—

Star.
" Keveals to .us some new and curioiis

habits of life.*''—Daily News.
,

" The work has merits, and is not unde-
semng of perusal. It is a thoroughly
trans-Atlantic tale, and the heroes and
heroineswhom it describes are refreshingly-

differentfrom those of our native romance. '

'

London Review.

1 vol. post Svo.

Passages in the Life of an Old Maid*
' Certainly above the average."

—

Morn-
ing Post.

'
' Full of interest and detailed in a lively

natural style."

—

Sun.
" The style of writing is easy, and often

amusing."

—

Illustrated News.

In S vols, post 8v6.

Percy Talbot.
A NOVEL.

By GEORGE GRAHAM.
Author of " Carstone Rectory/' &c.

•'Mr, Graham's style is Varied and
sparkling yet ali^ays cleat and perspicuous.
His descriptions are ^asy and pleasing ;

liis characters are Well conceived, and all

live and breathe. There is a great fresh-
ness pervades the entire work, and it

possesses a literary merit which will
stand a comparison with almost any work
of the day. We Unhesitatingly recommend
the book to our readers, and shall be glad
again to encounter its author in a field

in which he has already acquitted himself
so well, and in which we are prepared to
anticipate for him further and more
signal triumphs."

—

Sunday Times.
"We have here a powerfully written

tale. There is no overcrowding of the
canvass, the secondary figures come in

as mere accessories to three principal ac-

tors in the terrible drama. The mixture
of good and evil in * Petrcy Talbot ' is well
chosen."

—

John Bull.
'• * Percy Talbot' is a novel that will, we

feet certain* find many wai-ra admirers.
Mr- Graham has unquestionable talents

for makihg a successful novel-writer, and
produces^ quite a dralnatic effect in

his descriptive passages. Some of his

charactersj too, are excellent, both as to

the cohceptioh and 6ai*fying Cut, alto-

gether it is a story that will carry away
most readers by its soin6what itnpetuous
style and interesting well-sustained plot."
^01)server.

'
' Written with a considerable knowledge

of character. The book has great and
growing interest, and the attention of the
reader is rivetted as he turns over the
pages. The dialogue throughout the book
is exceedingly well done, and it Cannot
be doubted that the novel will be a great
favourite at all the libraries, and indeed
wherever it is read."

—

Morning Star.
"The style is vigorous and well sus-

tained throughout. The principles of this
book are unexceptionable, and its literary
execution very satisfactory."

—

Atkencemn
" Written in a pleasant style, and with

the best intentions. The Author never
sins against the laws of good manners
and he is evidently well acquainted with
the usages of society. He appears to bd
actuated by strong but kindly feelings,

and the book bears the impress ofgenuine
earnestness. It is one which may be
saffely recommended to families, arid it is

likely to become a. favourite WitH all-

: immense filasa,"—London. Xt^iew.
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In 1 Vol. post 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Notting Hill Mystery.

Compiled by CHARLES FELIX,

Author of " Velvet Lawn," etc.

"Much ingenuity is displayed in fram-
ing Buch of the circumstances as may
credibly be supposed to have actually
existed."

—

Reader.
"The chain of evidence is traced

throughout "with great minuteness, and
the whole narrative is Tvell calculated to
awaken and sustain the interest of the
reader. "

—

Ohserver.
*
' This book is a singular and not wholly

unsuccessful attempt to enlist the atten-
tion of the reader by the simple yet subtle
analysis of crime. In doing so Mr. Felix
reminds us, not unfavourably, of some of
the prose writings of Edgar Foe. It is a
strange story strangely told."

—

Churchman,
" We have seldom read anything more

ingenious than the manner in which the
circumstantial detail of the crime or
crimes supposed to form the Netting

Hill Mystery are narrated. Few more
thoroughly mysterious, remarkable, and,
we may add, more tantalising works have
ever issued from the press."

—

Sunday
Times.

" Among narratives of the mysteriousj
hut circumstantial order, this is entitled
to high rank."

—

Dispatch.
"To all whom a chain of intricate and

peouliar evidence will interest we recom-
mend this bookj which surpasses anything
in the same style we have met since Edgar
Poe presented the world with his tales of
the imagination."

—

Cov/rt Circular.
"It is a good specimen of the sensa-

tional story, of which the entire intftrest

consists, not in the characters—which arfl

scarcely indicated—but in the strangeness
of the incidents and the complication of
the •ploV—Guardian.

In tols. post 8vo.

Aubrey Court,

A NOVEL.

By FRANK LYFIELD.
*' fhere ate the makings of a good story

ih * Aubrey Cduvt.' "—John Bull.
"Whoever wishes to pass an agreeable

notlr or two, under the influence of light
reading, free from violent spasmodic situa-
tions, may gratify his taste very largely
by taking up Mr. Lyfield's clever speci-
men tJf fiction. Not only will pleasant
writing be met Witb, but a plot will be
discovered which preserves its unities
tiiroltghmlt and terminates, as it had
proceeded, Very naturally. We know not
whether ' Aubrey Court ' is a iirst speci-

men of authorship ; but if it be so, it

gives not'a few indications of intelligence

and cleverness which may speedily he
turned to considerable advantage."

—

Bell's

' Too much jpraise cannot be awarded
to the author of ' Aiibrey Coutt ' for the
excessive care aild attention he has shown
in working out his plot. The ^toty uevef
flags f£<5tQ^bdgihhitig to end ; and ii this be

the first novel from Mr. Lyfield's pen, the
public may look forward to even a greater
treat when next he comes before them."—Morning Post.

"We have read every page of it with
pleasure. It is a healthy, pure, interest-

ing novel, conveying pleasant scenes of
life at home and abroad, in good, plain,

idiomatic English ; and to say thus much
is to raise * Aubrey Court ' to a height
immeasurably a,bove that occupied by the
large majority of English works of fiction.

'

—Sunday Times.
"The moral tone of the book is un-

impeachable. * Aubrey Court ' is of more
than average merit."

—

Churchman.
" The characters are so skilfully drawn,

and tlie style is at once so lively and so
genial, that the tale cannot fail to be
read with pleasure by such as possess
healthy literary taste, and recognise the
conscientiousness with which the liuthor

strives to copy nature.*'

—

Dispatch.
'



In 3 vols, post 8vo,

M a c a r i a,

A NOVEL.
By AUGUSTA J. EVANS,
Author of "Beulah," &c.

''The tone is liigh, the language chaste
and pure, the characters nolile, and the
purpose laudahle."

—

Bell's Messenger.
"The work is written with much ahi-

lity, and striking incidents follow each
other in such rapid succession that the
interest is sustained throughout. "

—

Morning Advertiser.
" In many respects the book is pleasing

and the style is often forcible, and the
moral tone is unobjectiitnable."

—

Observer
" Written in an earnest and enthusiastic

tone. As another evidence of the strong
emotions which animate the hearts of the
women of the South, and which of them-
selves are sufficient to proclaim the
deathless endurance of the struggle for

Southern independence, ' Macaria' has
an interest peculiarly its own,"

—

Sun.
"Much that is really noble and excel-

lent. The picture drawn by Miss Evans

of the heroic deeds, the self-abnegation,
of man and woman in the struggle, cannot
but excite our admiration, and there is

much power of actual description, espe-
cially in her account of the little vessel
which runs the blockade into Mobile."—
Globe.

" The author's heart is evidently in her
work, audmany portions of it aremarlted
by an eloquent earnestness which cannot
foil to enlist the sympathy of her readers.
No slight amount of artistic feeling also
is displayed in it."—Dispatch.

" • Macaria' is a remarkable book, and
one of undeniable power; full of the
impulsive, fiery, demonstrative spirit of
the Southern States. Passages of real
pathos and sublimity abound in it. The
book gives a vivid picture of the self-
sacriSce and patriotic devotion which
animate the Confederacy."—Guardian.

In 2 vols, post 8vo.

Uncle Angus.
A NOVEL.

By MARY S. G. NICHOLS.
Author of " Uncle John," *' Agnes Morris," &c.

"Written in a kindly pleasant tone,

the characters are natural and well

drawn, and upon the whole there is much
to praise and little to find fault with, and
it is a book that may with confidence be
placed in the hands of youthful readers."

—Observer.
"A very pleasant, genial, and clever

story. We must leave our readers to

become acquainted with it themselves,
quite sure that they will not repent the
trouble. "

—

Dispatch.
"Genial, clever, and interesting."

—

Bell's Messenger.
"The chief merit of this novel lies in

the delicate perception of character dis-

played by the author, and in the skill

Tvith which the incidents of the story are

made to develope the peculiarities of the
actors. A book which is very charming
indeed."

—

Morning Post.
•

' Glimpses of feeling and indications of
character which show what the writer
might do."—Globe.
"A decidedly amusing novel."

—

Reader.
"A readable and a pleasant book."—

•

Sunday TiTnes.

"'Uncle Angus' will be read with
pleasure. Mrs. Nichols evidently knows
what she is about in novel-writing, and
veiy cleverly contrives to make a good
story out of siipple materials. There is a
great deal ofclever portraiture inthe book."
" • Uncle Angus ' has great interest, and
will doubless be favourably thought of
by all by whom it is read."—5tor.

1 vol, post 8vo. 5s.

Why Paul Fcrroll Killed his Wife.

By the Author of "PAUL FERROLL." Fourth Edition.
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TALES, ETC.

Foolscap 8vo, witii Illustrations, 2s. 6d,

Barefooted Birdie.
A SIMPLE TALE.

By T.

Edited by CHARLES FELIX,
** We cannot recommend a better pre-

sent than 'Barefooted Birdie/ a simple
tale for Christmas."—JbAw Bull.

*' Wo can give this tale our very highest
praise."—CAwrcA Review,
"The whole story is like a gleam of

bright sunshine and summer weather just
stealing in upon the cold fogs and winds
of Christmas, and telling of brighter days
to come in spring and summer, and of
brighter seasons still in the far-off golden
land, where 'they need no candle nor
light of the sun,* to which ' Birdie' and
her little brother Steevie won their happy
way."

—

Stcmdard.

ex.,
Author of " Velvet Lawn," &c.

" It is a story such as all little people
who rejoice in a book afc the chimney
comer will find just to their heart's con-
tent, and in which, older and graver
readers will find many a touch of true
poetry and pathos, 'Birdie' will be read
by many, and must please all who are
worth pleasing and care to be pleased.

We have had nothing so good since
Andersen's * Little Match Girl,' of whom
' Birdie ' reminds us, "

—

Herald.
" Full of true, hearty. Christian feeling,

thoroughly sound and healthy in tone, and
altogether a book which we can most cor-

dially recommend."

—

Church & State Rev,

In 1 vol. post 8vo, bevelled edges, 6s., cloth.

The Staff Surgeon ;

Or, LIFE IN ENGLAND AND CANADA.
A Story. By E. S. T.

" A pretty, interesting story, pleasantly
told, and distinguished by a quiet grace.

It is in another sense a charming book,
delightful to look at, to read or to touch."—Court Circular.
"The tale is fluently written, and con-

tains some pleasant descriptive passages.

"

—DwpateZt.
''Pleasantly and genially written ; and

scattered tlirough various parts of the
narrative are to be found some truthful

and life-like descriptions of scenes both
in this country and in Canada."

—

Oiserver.
" A thoroughly readable novel. The

story is highly interesting, and some of
the characters exceedingly well drawn."—
Sta/r.

In 1 vol. small 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Life's Paths.
A TALE OF OUR OWN DAY.

By the Author of " Gentle Influence," « Amy's Trials," &c.

With Frontispiece.

" We seldom remember coming across
story with less "sensation" in it, and

yet BO really interesting. Some very
valuable lessons are taught in an emi-

nently natural manner. The different

characters are very well drawn. We
suspect several are studies from real

life."—CAurcA Review.
"'Life's Paths' may be safely recom-

mended, and that which it professes to
aim at it successfully works out, and that
is no slight thing to say of any book in
these days. "

—

Churchman.
"A well Intentioned, conscientiously

written book, wherein it is impossible to
find anything objectionable."

—

Mmg.Post.
*'The tale is pleasing and refined."—

GloU.
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la 1 vol; post 8vo, elegantly bound, 7s. 6d,

Tales at the Outspan

;

Or, Adventures in the Wild Regions of Southern Africa.

By CAPTAIN A.'W. DRAYSON,
Author of "Sporting Scenes in South Africa, &c.

New and Cheaper Edition,

Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts.
'- To read atout adventures with, wild

beasts is always pleasant ; in fact, there
is an Idea ia the youthful mind that
lions and tigers were created specially to
famish material for exciting stories, and
in very truth Captain Drayson gives us
adventure enough and tells us as much
in one volume as we have a right to look
for, ahout lions and leopards, elephants
and buffaloes, not to speak of those more
savage animals called Kaffirs."

—

Herald.
' '

' Tales at the Outspan* will be found
an admirable Gift Book.-^The binding la

so rich, the illustrations are so very good,
and above all the tales are so enthralling,

that every reader, ba he man or boy, will

delight in the volume."—fitondJord,
" We are happy to see that this volume

has reached a second edition. It is a
boy's book of the very best kind, a book
of adventure, peril, and excitement, per-
vaded by a most healthful flavour of
exertion, and entei-prise, and self dental."—Spectator.
"Among the most pleasant books that

have been written on South Afi'ican ad-
venture is this by Captain Drayson,
inasmuch as it is not a mere record of
wild beast butchery, but describes stir-

ring combats with these by up means
contemptible foes, and the savage Dfttiv^
tribes ."

—

Dispatch.

In 1 vol., post 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Tangles and Tales.
Being the RECORD OF A TWELVEMONTH'S IMBROGLIO.

By E.G. MOGRIDGE.
" We have shown that Mr. Mogridge

knows how to teU a ggod story cleverly."

-^John Bull.
" Writtea^ in a light and pleasant style.

Some of the tales have a romantic, others
somewhat of a tragic interest, and a fair

proportion of them have incidents of love
and mystery very gracefully interwoven
in the narrative."—Ofeseruer.
Mr. Mogridge possesses all the talent

necessary to eliminate a plot, with not a
little aptness of description, no small
power of observation, and a real sense of
humour, as hisvolume sufficiently proves.

"

—Literary Gazette.
" It is highly to be praised for the

healthy tone jt manifeatg."—^eZi'? Mes-
senger.

"This pleasant volume of 'Tales* is

by Mr. Mogridge, a son of 'Old Hum-
phrey/ whose useful and pimple duode

eimo voltqnes ar« so common in the pack
of the Diocesan book-hawker,' and are go
appreciated by the purchasers from it

* * * * Some of these tales are of far
more than average merit, and they are all

of them very readable ; and any one who
wants a chatty, soothing story-book can-
not do better than invest in 'Tangles
and Tales.'"

—

Church/man.
"As the scene of several is laid in

foreign parts, a reasonable variety is se-

cured to the characters and their sur-

roundings."

—

London Review.
" The writer posseses no slight powers

of observation, and his descriptive pas-
sages give to the mind something of the
same effect as the eight of a cw^fully-
drawn picture. We have derived great
pleasure ftom the perusal of 'Tangles
and Tales,' "'^Public Opiniojh
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POETRY.

In 1 vol. post 8vo., 10s. 6d. Third edition, revised.

The Greek Pastoral Poets.

Translated and Edited by Dr. M. J. CHAPMAN.

In 1 vol. post 8vo., 10s, 6d,

Hebrew Idylls and Dramas.

By Dr. M. J. CHAPMAN.
Originally published in '' Frazer's Magazine.''

" Our space has only allowed us to

point out ' its beauties in th§ most
general way, but we can promise the

reader a great deal of pleasure from
a connected perusal of the pieces. "—
Satwrday Renew,

In 1 vol. Foolscap 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Jersey Legends j

In VERSE.
By THOMAS WILLIAMS.

In 1 vol. post 8vo, bevelled edges, 6s.

Arno's Waters;
AND OTHER POEMS

By FRANCES JANE FORSAYTH.

In Foolscap 8vo, 2a, 6d,

The Alchymist

:

PARABLES IN RYHME.
By Capt. C. N. TUCKER, late Bengal Cavalry,

" Much above the average of little books of this class, for itis free from gross

faults of any kind,"

—

Spectator.
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FICTION.

CHARLEY NUGENT;
Or, Passages in tte Life of a Sub. 3 vols., post 8vo, 31s. 6d.

CLINTON MAYNYARD.
A Tale of the World, the Flesh, and the Devil. 1 vol., post 8vo,

10s. 6d.

CONSTANCE MORDAUNT

;

Or, Life in the Western Archipelago. 2 vols.', post 8vo, 21s.

GERTRUDE MELTON;
Or, Nature's Nobleman. 1 vol., post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

LEILA MARSTON.
A Tale. By SYDNEY ELLIS. 1 vol., post 8vo, 10s. 6d'

HAROLD OVERDON, ASHORE & AFLOAT.
By CHARTLBY CASTLE, Author of '

' John Woodbum." 1 vol.,

post 8vo, 10s 6d.

NORTHUMBRIAN ABBOTS.
A Tale of the Seventh Century. By K. B. WEEBORTON. 1 vol.,

fop. 8vo, 5s.

OLD ROMAN WELL.
A Romance of Dark Streets and Green Lanes. 2 vols., post 8vo, 21s.

RECOLLECTIONS of a COUNTRY CLERGY-
MAN. 1 vol., post 8vo, 5s.

SKELETON IN THE CUPBOARD.
By LADY SCOTT. Cheap Edition. Post 8vo, 5s.

VICAR OF LYSSEL.
A Clergyman's Diary, of 1729—82. Small 8vo, 4s. Cd.

WHY PAUL FERROLL KILLED HIS WIFE.
By the Author of "Paul FerroU." 4th Edition, 1 vol., post 8vo, 5s.

WILLIE ATHERTON.
A Taie. By GEORGE HERBERT. 1 vol., post 8vo, 10s. 6d.










